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INTRODUCTION
·•

During the first three decades of the nineteenth
century,, America witnessed the beginnings of a crusade
J,,.

against slavery that was to have monumental effects on
the nation.

This movement, motivated in part by the

doctrines of natural!. rights and transcendentalism, was
characterized by religious fervor, a sense of moral
urgency and a vision of human perfection.

For years

abolitionism was one of several proposed reforms aimed
at providing American·society with a new moral and
I

•

I

ethical basis~

Many reformers of the era actively sup-

ported a variety of reforms.·. These included such
diversified ideas astt~mperance, free public education·
for the masses,, institutions for the mentally insane.
There were many reasons for instigating this
reform movement.

The War of 1812, or the "second war

for independence,-" ushered in a new era in American
history.l

The signing of the Treaty of Ghent in 1814

saw a change in attitudes, for the young republic'became
1Bradford Perkins (ed.), The Causes of the W~r
of 1812 (New York: Holt,. Rinehartand Winston7"T9b2f,

p.

r.-

2

primarily occupied with domestic affairs;

The American

economy was experiencing a period of rapid growth, and
.'

a strong sense of nationalism soon dominated the country.
Americans wete proud of their country and the type of
government they had conceived'~ -Foreign visitors noted
that the American people maintained an "ardent passion
for their equality" and called for it in every aspect
of life~?-

However, to many Americans the United States

did not represent a country that had an ardent passion
for equality.

Citing the institution of slavery, many

citizens~considered -it pure hypocrisy to speak of the
"land of the free" when foreign visitors often witnessed
slave auc.tions inc the nation's capitol.
Impetus to the reform movement also came from
:,.

\

the beginnings of American industrialization.

As

industry grew,, villages became towns and towns became
c1t1es ;·: as both native sons and immigrants sought employment~· -These ever-bulging masses of humanity tended
to·magnify the injustices of American society;'
· ·The movement was• ~o gain strength and encouragei
ment from an unexpected source following the election
2A1exis De To.cqueville, Democracy in America
(New York:: New Library of World Literature, 1956),
p. 192.

3

of Andrew Jackson in 1828.

The new form of government,

Jacksonian·democracy, found the common citizen in the
halls of government,.and the former aristocrats,. who had
dominated the nation·- to this point,. were left with idle
hands and minds.

Seeking opportunity to devote their

talents-1 and wealth to worthwhile endeavors, many turned
to the reform movement soon.to be thought of by the
major~ty _of citizens as the abolitionist crusade.
What had begun as an opportunity to while away
the idle hours soon took on the trappings of an· obses'
sion. 'Accepting
literally the Declaration of Independence

and tht Constitution,. members of the antislavery
faction became zealots on the question that all men
should:be free.

Support for their arguments came from

many.churches, granting a sense of morality to the many
'

'

and' vsd-ied · argument~·;

Those reformers who might no.t .ac-

cept. the support of the religious sects could still turn·
~to'::.the· doctrine of Natural Law/for the preservation of
.

~

'

freed:om:was especially significant to many of these reformers~

In.. general, the leadership
of .the reform
'
movement proved outstanding, for many of the leaders
were dedicated men willing to risk their fortunes and
security and, in·;many cases,. accept a lifetime of abuse
to.achieve their goal.3
3Russell Nye,, Fettered Freedom (East Lansing:·
Michigan State University Press, 1963) , p·. 316'~'·

4

A cornerstone of the antislavery movement was
laid with the formation of the American Anti-Slavery
Society on December 4, 18JJ;4

The leaders of this society,

including such men as Arthur Tappan, William Lloyd
Garrison and Henry Stanton, had come to realize the
futility of attempting to colonize the Negro in Africa
and dedicated this new organization to the abolition of
slavery·.

Their goal was to destroy the institution of

slavery through the action of the individual states
where it ex;isted.
From the beginning, the American Anti-Slavery
Society was plagued by internal division, ·frustration
and numerous reverses;

To convince the slave owners of

the evils of the system,. the society devised a program
designed to flood the South with abolitionist literature·-.,
This proposal was first presented at the annual meeting
of the society in June, 1835.5
Soon after the program was put into effect,.a
great storm of protest arose throughout the South.

The

Southern people were quick to label the abolitionist
4Gilbert H. Barnes,~ Antislavery Impulse,.
1830-1.§,QQ (New York: Appleton-Century,. 1933), p. 55.
5Louis Filler, The Crusade ~ainst Slavery. 18301.§,QQ ( New York:: Harper and Row,. 19 0) , p .- 97.

5
publications insurrectionary and to request that the
Society suspend publication,6

It was not just a

Southern hue and cry which condemned the writings,.for
Northern newspapers soon joined in condemning the
Society's actions,

By 1837, following stormy arguments

in·all levels of government, the Anti-Slavery Society
was forced to admit defeat in· this issue';'?
In:18J6, the Society attempted a new tactic to
bring national attention to the evils of slavery.

The

Constitution of the American Anti-Slavery Society
pledged abolitionists "to influence C"ongress to abolish
slavery,." and to many leaders of the society, this
implied sending petitions·,· This strategy had been used
by other antislavery societies of the eighteenth century,
but "their voice was too faint to be heard amidst the
din of party warfare and the petitions too few to command attention •.118 The abolitionists of· the 1li83o•s,
however,· hoped to flood c·ongress with petitions from
every state in the Union,·

An elaborate organization was

6Henry H.· Simms, Emotion and Hfgh ~ : Abolition
A Controversial Factor,. 1830-1845 Richmond: William
Byrd Press, 1960), p. 81,

~

7Filler, ~• cit., p. 98; W. Sherman Savage,
Controversy Over~ Distribution _gf Abolition Literature
(Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, 1938),
p. 126.
~arnes, ~-

ill•,

p. 109, citing John G, Whittier.

6

created from the national headquarters to the local
level whereby petitions could be circulated and returned to the national organization.

In turn, the

national organization was to send the petitions to
c·ongressmen and request them to present the documents
on the floor of ~bngress.

Congressmen who failed to

present the petitions became special objects of antislavery censure.

However, by 18J6, petitions reached

Congress in sufficient number to provoke considerable
discussion.9
The question of receiving antislavery petitions
set off a stormy debate.

The spokesman for the South,

Jolm C'.• Calhoun of South Carolina, saw a chance to explbi t the issue of petitions for his own ends·~

In a

speech before the House, Calhoun charged that the purposes of antislavery petitions were "novel .and sinister."
They were instruments,. he charged, of a Northern conspiracy to attack the peculiar institutions of the South,
and he moved against their reception.lo

After weeks of

debate, the question was referred to a special committee
which recommended that "all petitions relating to the
subjec.t of slavery • • • be laid on the table and no
9simms,
lOBarnes ,

,im.

cit., p. 97.

,im •.

ill. , p. 110.

7

further action be taken on them,"

Although John Quincy

Adams protested vigorously, the ·famous Pinckney Gag
Rule went into effect and was repeated in various forms
until 1840,ll

Abolitionists charged that their consti-

tutional rights had been abridged and thereby secured
the opportunity to gain~popular support by identifying
abolitionism wit!;l.;'the constitutional right of petition,
The success of the petition campaign led the
abolitionists to consider other group tactics,. In 1838,.
the local chapters· of the American Anti-Slavery Society
began the practice of sending questionaires to candidates
for public office.

The questionaires c·oncerned the

candidates' atti_tudes toward the right of petition, the
abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia and
other pertinent issues.

Candidates who did not answer

the questiona1res and those who answered them vaguely
were censured by the antislavery press,12
The limited success of the questioning measures
encouraged a few of the forward-looking leaders of the
Society to propose a wider program~

They suggested

independent political action and later advocated the
formation of an antislavery party~
llNye,

.QE.,

By the summer of

ill•, p. 46. 12Barnes,

.QE.•

ill•, p. 147.

8

18J8, members of the organization were openly and actively
debating the question of political action~lJ

William

Lloyd Garrison,, who considered politics a "mart for
hucksters~" violently opposed political action, believing
abolitionists should attack slavery as a moral issue and
not from a political standpoint,14

In addition to these

two groups, another faction·· in the Society,, al though not
ready to form a political party, did advocate political
action.

This faction sought to secure recognition from

the Whig and Democratic Parties in the coming election
of 1840.

However, as the election-.grew near the

abolitionists' hopes were dimmed, for the Democrats, at
their c·onvention·,. answered the question of recognition
by adopting a platform that specifically denounced the
abolitionists and nominated Martin Van Buren for a second
term.

The Whigs, at their convention,.nominated William

Henry Harrison and were either noncommittal or unfriendly
in their platform~l5
The questionrof independent political action became
a paramount issue when the American Anti-Slavery Society
lJMargaret L •. Plunkett,, "A History of the Liberty
Party With Emphasis on Its Activities in the Northeastern
States" (unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Cornell
University, 1930) ,. p. 52;·
14
Filler, .212.•· .£11., p~. 250.
l5Jesse Macy,, The Antislavery Crusade (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1921) ,. p~' 54,

9.

held their annual convention- in· New York in· May,. 1840'/
The question-raised a stormy debate.

The result was

that the entire Executive Committee·,. with but one
exc:eption.,. walked out of the Socriety ,. accompanied by
many aboli tionists•:16

These reformers, "the dis organizers,"·

as"Garrisow cralled them,. soon· organized the American and
Foreign· Anti-Slavery Society,, with Arthur Tappan as
President.~?

This new organization· favored political

action,,.and Garrison·· immediately became its. bitter enemy;
The advocates of political action-now took·the
forefront.

Earlier that year several leaders had issued

a call for a convention to nominate candidates for national
office';!

On- April' 1,,, 1840,, one hundred twenty-one members

representing six· states assembled at Albany, .. New York,. and
nominated James G~: Birney for President and Thomas Earle
for Vice-President':18

Birney',,.. a Kentuckian who had been

quite active in·· the Americran Anti-Slavery Society,. was a
former slave owner who was convinced that the 't,muntry
was controlled by slave-holding interests·. 1 9
1 6Prunkett,.• .Qll,.

The new

ill•, p,. 54,.

1 7noris Lynn Koch,, "They Took the Van:· Ten Years
of Political Abolitionism; The Liberty Party,. 1839-1848"
(unpublished Master's thesis•;.. Morehead State University,
1969 h,,. p •. 98·,,;
l8G1yden V.an Dusen,. The Jacksonian Era (New York:
Harper & Row:,, 1959)1~ .. p';'. 144:1 9Avery Craven, ~ Coming (2f_ ~ Civil War
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press~ 1967),,. p','. 141.

'I,_,'.,
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'·.

party which he headed that year was destined to play a
significant role in the history of the nation.

Although

this group was known by several different titles depending
·on the location, it eventually became known as the
Liberty Party.

CHAPTER I
THE ADVENT OF SAMUEL LEWIS
As the Liberty Party took the field in 1840·,
many obsta~les lay in the path of success •. Initially,
the new political organization had to compete ag~inst
the two major parties and their well-established party
machinery,. This was indeed a major task, since the
promotion·, of the new party depended on the actions of
local so~ieties and their individual leaders, for no
national party organization·· existed,l

Also,. the

abolitionists had to convince·voters that the slavery
question wagc,paramount to all others, which was
especially difficult since the bank struggle was in its
expiring agonies,, the Texas question was a.n issue, and
the tariff question was being debated in-Congress,
Like other individuals who were later to play
such an important role in the ~iberty Party and its sue'

cessor, the Free Soil Party,. Samuel Lewis did not cast
his vote for the Liberty ticket in 1840.

Along with

Joshua Giddings, Salmon P,. Chas·e ,. Leicester King,. and
other men who were destined to become ardent Liberty

12

supporters, Lewis supported the triumphant Whig Party
and voted for William Henry Harrison. 2
The election·returns for 1840 revealed that many
pBople were not convinced of the need for the Liberty
Party •. Birney received only 6,784 votes as against
801~449 for Harrison and 727,329 for Van Buren.3

Thus,

it was clearly evident that the North was not ready to
accept a political party based solely on antislavery
principl'es.

Many voters viewed it with apathy while

others looked on it as a dangerous extremist organization
made up of the most radical abolitionists·. 4
Despite the election returns of 1840, the period
from 1840 through 1841 was a significant year for the
Liberty Party.

It was during this time that many of the·

outstanding men who were to play an important role in
the new organization,, including Samuel Lewis, joined its
ranks •. As late as 1836,, Lewis had shown no sympathy for
the abolitionist movement,. and during the antislavery
meeting in Cincinnati that year,,he was reported to have
2Theodore Clarke Smith, The Liberty a n d ~ .§.Q11
Parties in the Northwest (New York: Russell and Russell,
1896 J ,, p::-40:.
3Ibid., p. 46,
4Frederick Judd Blue, "A History of the Free Soil
Party" (unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,.University of
Wisconsin, ¼Q./'.i) ,. p. 1 •.

13
ridiculed the entire proceedings.5

However, by late

1840,. Lewis began to change his mind.

His vote for

Harrison in 1840 was the last vote for any candidate
ex~ept the antislavery candidates during the remainder
of his life.6
forces •.

In 1841,. Lewis joined the antislavery

To many of his contemporaries,. Lewis' asso-

ciation with the antislavery cause may have seemed
absurd,. but to individuals who lrnew Lewis and understood
his motives,. his association with the abolitionists was·
the logical" conclusion· of a life dedicated to fighting
injustice wherever he found it.
Bewis' New England upbringing was to affect his
entire life..

Born March 17 ,. 1799 ,. in· Falmouth,.

Massachusetts,.. he was the second son and third child of
Samuel" Sr. and Abigail' Tolman Lewis.

The family con-

sisted of nine children--six boys and three girls •. 7

As·

a child,. Lewis acquired a limited education,. partly in
Falmouth,, and partly in Sci tinate, Massachusetts, .. under
5William G•. Lewis,. Biography £! Samuel Lewis
("Cinc·1.nnat1::· ·Methodist Book Concern,. 1857) ,. p •. 282.
6~ . , p •. 286.
7Mary L·•. Petit,. "Samuel Lewis: Educational
Reformer Turned Abolitionist" (unpublished Ed.D. Dissertation,
Case-Western Reserve University,. 1966), p. 4.

14
the guidance of his favorite aunt. 8

Captain Samuel Lewis

made his livelihood as a sea merchant and was a direct
descendant of John Mayhew,. the first governor of ~lartha 's
Vineyard ►

Abigail Tolman, Lewis was a descendant of the

Reverend John Robinson, a passenger on the first voyage
of the Mayflower.9, Lewis' early life was characterized
by hard work,. religious conviction, and a strong sense
of duty..

His deep devotion to his religion· was embedded

in- him at an early age·. for he joined the Methodist
Episcopal Church at the age of nine.10

lrr I81J,- owing to financ·ial reverses, the family
dec:ided to migrate to the West.
si:x; week journey to Ohio..

In May, they began the

Captain Lewis and his five

eldest sons walked to· Pi'ttsburgh where a flatboat was
purchased to continue downstream to Cipcinnati.11

Ori

arr.ival irr Cinc·innati,- the Lewis family settled on a
farm near the city, and young Samuel, barely fifteen
years of age~ was engaged to work for Peter Williams of
Delhi Township for the sum of seven·dollars a month.12
8woodward Alumni Association,. The Woodward Annual
(.Cincinnati:,- Woodward High School,. 1860) , p •. 7.

9Lewis ,,

.QJ2..

cit.,. p •. 13.

11Petit, .Q12.• cit., P~ 7..

lOibid., p •. 16.
12
· . .Q12.• cit.,. p. 2..,,,
,,
. Lewis,

15
After working a short time on a farm, Lewis was employed
to carry the United States mail, a job·. for which Mr. Williams
had a contract •. Lewis carried mail from Cincinnati to
Williamsburg,, a distance of more than thirty miles,. and
later from Williamsburg to Chillicothe!. The work schedule
often required seven·-· days and two nights a week traveling
on horseback.

There were no bridges at the time, and

Lewis was often compelled to swim the creeks and rivers.
After several months,. Lewis took a job carrying chain
for a company of surveyors •. Not satisfied with this
type of work, Lewis decided to learn a trade.

Choosing

to become a carpenter, he was apprenticed to a Mr. B.
at Burlington,.. Kentucky,, .. working for three years. 13

While

assisting as a carpenter,. Lewis helped construct the
first courthouse in·Indiana. 14
Realizing the need to better himself,, Lewis,. in"'
1819,, resolved to study law, and soon he was-working in
the Clerk's Office of Cincinnati under Major Daniel Gano.15
Lewis worked diligently in:his new position and found a
valuable friend in the person of Jacob Barnet who acted
as his advisor.

Barnet rendered valuable assistance

13The only mention of this individual is found in
the Biography 2f Samuel Lewis,.p. 26. Nowhere in the
work is this man's full name me11tioned.
14Lewis ~-

.QR.• .Q.ll..,

p •. 26.

1 5Ibid., p. 37.

';

-
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both in the loan of books and the art of reading them.
For Lewis' services in the Clerk\!,\s Office,. he was paid
one hundred and twenty dollars a year out of which he
fed and clothed himself.

On

April 2, 1822, Lewis

passed his bar.examination before the Supreme Court of
Hamilton County and opened his iaw office. 16

His law

career was successful fromtt_he start,. and he maintained
-<~

it for twelve years (1822-1834),. working alone most of
the time. 1 7
In· the summer of 1823,. Lewis married Charlotte
Goforth of Cincinnati, daughter of Dr. William Goforth,
one of the city's most distinguished physicians before
his death in 1819.

Throughout their lives, the members

of the Lewis family were to be plagued by illness.

Of

the six, children· born to this union, . one died in· infancy,
one in early childhood,, one in her early teens and one
in· the vigor of manhood •.18 In addition to the loss of
l6petit, .!m.• ill•• p. 10; Lewis, . .!m_•-ill•• p •. 37.
1 7There appears to be some disagreement as to this
fact •. Petit,, p •. 10·,. states that "Lewis was engaged in
the practice of law twelve years and worked alone."
Lewis' biographer,. p •. to,, states,, "Early in Lewis'
practice at the bar,, we find him in partnership with
Nicholas--Eongsworth,. Later we find him associated with
Moses Brooks." Most probably Lewis' biographer is correct,
18Lewis,, .!m.•- ill•, p •. 48 •.
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four of his six children,. Lewis suffered ill health
almost c:ont_inually fromaearly middle age until his
death •. Although heavily burdened with sadness,. Charlotte
Lewis provided much encouragement for her husband which
helped to sustain him in his endeavors, 1 9
By 1824,-- Lewis 1 ' strong religious convictions
manifested themselves·..

In that year he became associated

with the Wesley Chapel of eincinnati~. and shortly thereafter he took·out a license as a local preacher~ Religion
was,to play a dominant role throughout his life and to
greatly influenc.e his ideas on education and the antislavery movement •. Although there is no record that
Lewis had a parish of his own,, he continued to hold the
Iic·ense until his death and,upreached on many occasions. 20
In the· aause of temperance,. few men took a more
active part than Samuel Lewis.

Strongly convinced that

the proper way to exterminate an evil was to strike at
the root of it,, he advocated not only temperance,. but
total abstinence. 21 Although temperance was not a
19cinc1nnat1 C'"ommercial, January 20,, 1879.
20Lewis ,, £fil• ill•, P • 59 •
21woodward Alumni Association, £m• ill•• p. 8.

18

popular issue of the day,, Lewis worked hard for its success •. Popularity to him was not the test of the right
of any measure,. and his zeal never flagged •. In his capacity as preacher and as a layman,. he was unsparing in
his denunciation-of the liquor traffic·and became one of
Ohio's most eloquent and effective workers-in the cause
of, temperance.22
Eewis was a man of many talents,. and soon he was
to leave his mark in the field of education.-. His first
c·ontribution- to the pedagogic· profession came in 1824,.
when he was called to assist in drawing up the will of
William Woodward;: Woodward was a wealthy resident of
Cincinnati,, his assets being estimated at over one million dollars~~)

Childless,. the Woodwards were deter-

mined to leave part of their estate to benefit the poor
of Cincinnati •. Lewis suggested the founding of a free
school for the benefit of those who were unable to secure an education·,•in the Common Schools and lacked the
finances·to pay for it elsewhere.

Woodward agreed and

Lewis was chosen to handle all the legal aspects·. 24
22Ed.gar Allan Holt,, "Party Politics in Ohio, 18401850," Ohio Archeologieal ~ Historical Quarterly,
XXXVIII t"January o 1929) , p·.· 79.
23woodward Alumni Association, ·.2!1.• cit., p. 8.
24Petit~, .2!1.•. ill•, P •. 59.

19
Woodward's first endowment was made on November 1, 1826,
to Samuel Lewis and Osmond Cogswell who had been named
perpetual trustees,,wiirthhthe power to appoint their successors • 2 5

In 1827,,. the Woodward Free Grammar School

wa&:established •.

Within three years,.Lewis had convinced

Woodward that a high school was needed.

Accordingly,

in 1831,, Woodward High School of C1ncinnati was incorporated and :Eiewis was chosen president of the Board of
Trustees •. He remained in that office, with the exception
of one year (1834):,, until his death. 26
By 1834,. many leaders in Ohio recognized the need
for a statewide educational system.

Under pressure from·

educators throughout the state, the Ohio legislature
passed a bill that year which created the Office of
superintendent of Common Schools.

In selecting the

first superintendent,,a number of prominent men were
interviewed for the office,. and Samuel Lewis was appointed
to the position. 27 His selection was the work of members
of the legislature who knew his .zeal and devotion to
education. 28
25celeb Atwater,. History of Ohio (Cincinnati:
Glazer and Shepard,. 1838)•., p •. 295-° 26Petit,, .QP.•• ill•, p·•. 59, 27Lewis, .QP.•• cit., p. 120·.
28Arthur T •. Carr,. "Samuel Lewis:· Educational and
Social Reformer~." (unpublished Ed,D. Dissertation, Western
Reserve University,, 1938) ,. p. 66 •.

20

Lewis began his term on March Jl, 1837,.with great
zeal for the task ahead •. The fact that in less than one
year Lewis traveled more than fifteen hundred miles·on
horsebac·k, visited over forty county seats;. and three
hundred schools, is evidence of a deep devotion•· to duty. 29
His observations deeply impressed him with the lack of
organization· in.the schools and the imperative need for
·some kind of supervision to alleviate the problems.

He

not ~nly observed these problems,, but reported them fully
to-his superiors.? 0
Many of Lewis' concepts about educational reform
were the same as those of the nationally recognized
leaders, such as Horace Mann~·

Lewis strongly believed

that the commom school was a panacea for many of America's
ills.,

He also had strong convictions about what attributes

education should assume •. Throughout his term as superin~endent,, Lewis manifested a deep concern for thenneedy
and underprivileged that was to affect his activities in·
the abolition movement a few years later.

Lewis believed

that American education should be Christian',. liberal,
republican,, and universal.Jl

In the educational field,

29Charles G~lbreath,. History of .Q!1!.Q (Chicago and
New York: The American Historical Society, 1925), p. 458,
J Op eti t,

.Ql2. .:

ill• , p • 7 8 •. Jlcarr , . .Ql2.. ill• , p ~: 12 7 •
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Lewis was far ahead of his contemporaries •. and during
his term as superintendent he often made suggestions
that were not always well accepted.

Even Thomas Ewing,

one of Ohio's outstanding citizens,. cautioned Lewis:
•. • . • • your first plan for a 'common school
supported in·part by the public and part by
the scholars who are able to pay,.admitting
the very poor without pay' is not adapted to
the conditions and feelingsoDfcnurppeople.
The second plan. that of maintaining c·ommon schools-., partly by legislative appropriations and partly by a tax to be assessed by
the inhabitants of the townships upon themselves •. seem sic judicious·.'~ If your plan
is adopted,, our common schools will be free;·
and like all our political institutions·;• the
common property of the whole people.32
Lewis ... unlike many of his contemporar;l:es. was convinced
that the curriculum should be determined by the public·
neea.-;;.'33

Accordingly,,. he favored a broadened curriculum

which c·oncentrated more on· individual needs·~ 1•
Cbnc·erning teachers·; .. Lewis was convinced that
only learned individuals should be permitted in the
e-J.assroom,,, and to provide proper training,. h~ favored
a system of normal schools designed to pfepare
32Thomas Ewing to Samuel Lewis, December 27 •. 1837,,
Thomas Ewing Papers (MBS. Ohio Historical Society.
Columbus•- Ohio)··.
33Peti t, .Q.!1.·.; ill•. P. -4T;·

22

prospective teachers for the profession.

Not only was

knowledge a prerequisite for teaching;. but Lewis also
believed that only people of good moral character
should be allowed in· the pedagogic field'!!

During his

term as superintendent·,;_. he continually recommended higher
),

salaries: for teachers·,.. believing they should be paid a
4
3
wage commensurate with their responsibilities,
He
I

j ,'

I

also recognized the importance of individual needs
among students and believed that forty students •should
be the maximum number. accepted _for any room';35
]i;ewis' term as superintendent was not an entirely
successful one_..

Throughout his tenure,. the Ohio State

Legislature did little to aid or assist him, and opposition against state-supported education steadily grew.36
. General opposi tiOJ:r arose because of increased taxation·
needed to support education·~- In· addition,. pressure was
exerted upon·many legislators by minor school officials
who were faced with increased work loads as a result of
Lewis' reforms.??

By 1839,- the Ohio Legislature had

become hostile to public educat~on·;: and was looking for
an excuse to curtail publicr;spending in this field.'

The

3 4 Ibid., p~: 48 •. 351J2M;·, p •. 50;•
36ca:rr';~ 2l2!• cit., p. 133.

37Peti t,

.QI?.~'

ill•,

1,-; 98·;
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excuse arose in the fall of 1839 when Lewis asked the
legislature to allot funds which would enable him to
hire a clerk to assist the superintendent with his duties.
When·· the question· was presented to the legislature~Lewis '· requisition" was quickly deniedL~-- In· disgust';·.
Lewis resigned December 1,. 1839 ~J 8

The legislature

abolished the office of superintendent on March 23,
1840 ,,. when it was lll)erged with the office of Secretary
of State,,where it remained for a period of thirteen
years.39
Lewis' resignation·was clearly a setback for
friends·of education-throughout Ohio.

He left the office

a disappointed man with a feeling of righteous indignation
at the treatment he had received.~O

As evidence of his

bitterness,, Lewis severed all official connection with
schools after 1840 except in the city of Cincinnati. 41
However~ Lewis' contribution had been significant.

Not

only had he opened the eyes of many Ohioans to the need
for educational reform, but many of his friends estimated
that~he had saved the state over sixty-thousand dollars
38Ibid., p •. 100.

39Galbreath·, . .QE.; _ill;, P•· 458;··

40Alston Ellis,. "Samuel Lewis, Progressive Educator
in~the Early History of Ohio," Ohio Archeological and
Historical Quarterly,,. XXV, ( l916'J'7'p. 85.
·
41c a· rr ,,

·• ·1t·
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by his investigations into the management of school lands. 42
Although Lewis was disappointed upon leaving the office
of superintendent,, he soon found himself engaged in another
struggle,, the abolition of slavery.

CHAPTER II
APPRENTICESHIP
Samuel Lewis became an activist member of the
abolitionist cause in-May 1841.

The occasion was the

meeting of the Antislavery Convention·- of Hamil ton
County,, held in Cincinnati •. It marked his first attendance at this type public meeting, and, although
some leaders of the antislavery movement in Ohio may
have been surprised by his appearance, his action came
as' no surprise to his friends and associates~The move by Lewis into the political arena was
the result of the heat generated by a long-smouldering
conscience, for he thought slavery was a "dreadful
moral wrong. 111 The petition campaign·of the late 18J0's
and the question·· of civil liberties during the mail
controversy had fanned the embers into flames.

Slowly

he came to accept the position that political action
might be used to support a moral issue~

As he later

explained in a letter:
I am most heartily opposed to slavery, but
so far as the southern population,. either

--

::: ~ 4.
.~ ·- --

- ...
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white or black, was concerned, did not feel
it my duty to t.ake any active part. 'Hands
off' was the southern watchword, and it was
my reply and rule of action. But the liberty
of the pr'ess, the freedom of discussion, and
the right of petition were far too valuable
to be quietly yielded up; and when I saw the
right of petition violated·,. the liberty of
the press destroyed,.and the freedomoof discussion wholly suspended; when I saw,. or
thought I saw,, large portions of the Christian
Church that had been loudest in denouncing
slavery, wholly silenced by southern influence;
when I saw the leaders of two great political
parties,, embracing almost all our citizens,.
seeking which could make the greatest sacrifice
to the South in order to secure southern support for their party; when I found the South
denouncing even our courts of justice for their
independent course; and·when the political and
ecclesiastical party policy had destroyed all
neutral ground; and while those controlling
the political and religious press gave countenance to the most unfounded slanders against
abolitionism,,. so as to render it odous, and
then require of every one most implicit
obedience to whatever principle or practice
their party avowed,; on pain, in case of refusal,
of being denounced and hunted down as an
abolitionist,.and when I saw mobs got up for the
avowed purpose of hunting down abolitionists,. and
those mobs countenanced by men of respectability
and ability, and--in some cases headed by those.
who,. after being convicted of the offense, were
received into decent company; and when many
other things calculat~d to arouse the most
stoical who had the least particle of patriotism,
had taken place, I felt bound to declare my
sentiments,against aggJ:?essions that~: unless
chec·ked,. will destroy ~very vestige of civil
and religious liberty,
Lewis' opposition-to slavery was merely a logical extension
eduaational philosophy,

Convinced that education should

2 The Philanthropist @incinna

ti]

September 21, 1841.
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be free and universal, Lewis believed those concepts could
not be put into effect as long as slavery existed··.
In addition,,Lewis' association with the political
movement did not conflict~with his belief that antislavery
was•· primarily a moral issue.

Ife reasoned that political

action·was simply a means of educating the public on
antislavery and encouraging them to take proper action.
In this sense,. politics were merely a means to achieve a
desirable end";,
A week before the Hamilton County convention, The

Philanthropist,,. the leading antislavery newspaper in
southern.. Ohio,,. carried a notice informing its readers
that Lewis planned .to att:end.3

When the convention was

oalled to _order,, it was moved and seconded and Lewis

.•.

was elected to preside over the proceedings.·. The main
work of the convention· consisted of sustaining the
nominations of James G'/ Birney and Thomas Earle for the
coming PresidentiaD election of 1844.

The nominations

had been the work of the .New York City convention of
May 19 ,, 1841.. Resolutions were drawn up by Salmon· P.
Chase which condemned slavery and re-affirmed the need
for political action·~·

Speeches were given by Chase,.

31121f1., May 5, 1841.
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Thomas Morris~.and Lewis,.who delivered a passionate
appeal concerning the need for political action:·
The opponents of abolitionism are endeavoring
to create an apathy on the subject.· At first
they tried the virtue of physical force•· but
they soon found that this would not do. They
found persecution: favored the cause, and if
they,,. per-chance,. killed an abolitionist,. two,
five,. or perhaps ten arose to fill his place •.
They are now trying the efficacy of tacit indifference·~,. or if their opinion should be asked
upon the subject they will say, 'Oh, abolitionism
is one of the many fanaticisms of the day; just
let it alone,. say nothing about it and it will
die a natural death.'
There are many others,. sir,. who are neither
one thing nor another--milk and water men, who
are neither our friends nor enemies·.: They are
fearful to take a stand against the monster
slavery •. They admit the truth of the great
principles of equal rights; they admit that
slavery is a sin,. and they say they are
abolitionists in the 'abstract?:- but when you
ask them 'Why will you not act with us?' they
reply,,. 'Oh, all things that are lawful are not
eJi;pedient.• Now sir, this kind of abolitionism
will not do.
We must act with firmness and decision;
Slavery has exerted an influence upon"us until
it has become our duty to be up and doing~. and
we are called upon·by the love of Heaven and the
love of our country to take every measure of a
wise nature to stop its pernicious influence-to blot it out from the catalogue of National
sins:'~;
In conclusion, let me remark that I deem it
necessary we use an influence that will tell at
the Ballot box·.. We have much legislation in the·
world for property,. but little for liberty. For
one,,. I am determined to give my vote for no man
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who will not show himself de~idedly favorable
to the abolition of slavery,
·
Lewis and Morris were appointed to a committee to set a
date for the next meeting,. Then the convention-adjourned,
The next few months found Lewis engaged in attending
local antislavery meetings throughout southern Ohio; the
most important of which being the Western Methodist Antislavery Convention:.· in- October,, 1841,.
The question of slavery had plagued the r~ethodist
Episcopal Church since the ratification of the United
States Constitution·;

The General c·onference of that

body had passed a resolution in 1789 prohibiting members·
fromoowning slaves~

However, as slavery became firmly

embedded in-the South,, the Church gradually altered its
position;;::

In, 1804 ,. the General Conference provided that

members from North Carolina,. South Carolina, Georgia,
and Tennessee were exempt fromtthe previous resolution,
Eventually, more exceptions were made, until the Church
expunged all requirements concerning slave owners,5
The debate among church members paralleled the
arguments among the general citizenry and by 1835 it
4Ibid~·, ~lay 19,. 1841;
5James M. Buckley, Constitutional and Parliamentary
History gf_ ~ Methodist Episc·opal Church7"cincinnati:
Methodist Book c·oncern,. 1912) ,, p·; 249; Charles B-;· Swaney,
Episcopal Methodism and Slavery (New York:· Negro
Uni!. versi ties Press~-- 1969) , p •. 19~·
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appeared that the rock of Methodism was to break asunder
on the question of slavery.

Reflecting the general

culture and the sentiments of the South,.the Southern
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church supported
the "peculiar institution."

Reaction in the North to the

stand of the southern brothers was varied';'

The Ohio

Annual Conference in 1835 passed a resolution opposing
abolitiornand antislavery societies,.whereas the New
England C-onferences organized societies for the promotion
of the immediate and unconditional abolition of slavery. 6
In 1840 ,. several distinguished ministers in· the
North were tried and censored by the General Conference
for promoting abolition.?

To many members of the

Methodist Episc,opal Church who believed slavery was an
evil, such asoSamuel Lewis, this action seemed dreadfully
wrong.

Meetings were held throughout the North to

protest the action taken by the General Conference.

In

the West,, several leading antislavery Methodists,.
including Samuel Lewis,. called for a great convention to
meet in Cincinnati during October,. 1841, and invited men·
of all denominations to attend.
6Buckley,,

.Ql?. ••

ill'• , p .: 252.

7!121!1., p •· 254~
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The c-onvention·· opened on October 20,. with delegates
from several states·~- Although notices concerning the
convention had beerrcarried in the local papers;.the com-·
munity remained cool •.

In fact,,the prevailing attitude

of the lfethodist churches in--Cincinnati proved so hostile
that the c·onvention:. was forced to hold its sessions: in·
a nearby Baptist Church';! About one hundred fifty delegates
attended including four from Cincinnati, 8 Lewis was
chosen president and addressed the convention, on several
occasions.

Resolutions were adopted that invited members

of all fal ths to attend the proc:eedings and take part in·
the work of the c-onvention,

Other resolutions criticized

the c-olonization scheme,, and re-affirmed the delegates'
devotion•to the Methodist Episcopal Church~

Lewis was

made chairman of a committee to draw up an address to the
Methodist Aboli tlonists.· throughout the United States and
also delivered a passionate appeal on behalf of the
antislavel!y forces:
• • • we are met under peculiar circumstances·,
What! In a church of another denomination-not in a Methodist Church: I'wish for the
memory of Wesley this need not be on record·;·.
I have met with you,, dear brethr.en,. because I
am convinced God is with you·~, I know the opposition you must meet and r feel disposed
8tucius c·,. Matlock,, The History of American Slavery
and Methodism From 1780~1849 and History of the Wesleyan
f1e-i;hod.ist C-onnection of America (New York: Lucius Matlock,
1849) ,, p •. 231..
-
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to bear my share of all the persecutions that
you may endure •
• • • many Methodist preachers are opposed to
Abolition'~: They are afraid of losing their
influence'. What should a man have influence flor?
C.ertainly not for himself,. but for humanity•.·
Whenever I use my influence for myself or family,
then"let me be branded with a harsh name; but;.
if I have any influence',: it is for humanity, for
the glory of God.9
On October 23 ,. the convention. adjourned·;. Although the
local churches" had not supported the gathering,, the
meeting was,to have great effect on·the future of the
Methodist Episc:opal Church.

The mere fact that more than

one hundred fifty delegates had attended, representing
the West~. greatly bolstered the hopes of the Methodist
Abolitionists,;r- O
Lewis spent the remainder of 1841 attempting to
cunvince the people of Ohio of the need for united antislavery ao:tion~ The major obstacle in his path was the
fact that slavery did not legally exist in the state of
Ohio~. a sit~tion created in· part by the Northwest
Ordinance of 1787~·

This act had made no mention of the

existence of slavery in the southern·states and many
citizens of the newer states were of the opinion·that the
9~ Philanthropist, October 27,. 1841.1.
lOMatlock,

,im •..

m·•,

p,;1 231 •.
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influence of slavery was halted at the Ohio River~·;
Therefore,,.it was not the business of the North to
interfere with the affairs of the South".'
But Samuel Lewis didnnot see the situation-with
the eye of the provincial,

He looked beyond the river

boundaries .. and across the mountains and was firmly convinced that the entire energies· .of thennational government
were being exerted in defending slavery.

As proof, he

would often point to the acquisition· of Florida and the
desire of the South to annex Texas,. Lewis frequently
•i'

remarked that when the "influence of slavery is confined
to the slave states,, I will be the last person to join
in poli ticral action, to oppose itt;·.1111

He was also appalled

by the narrow-mindedness of the South on the subject of
abolitionists'.:

It was his belief that "every man, in·
. ,.
short',; that refuses to support the wickedest projects of
the South,,oDr to yield implicit obedience to the demands
of slavery,,. is at once denounced as an abolitionist·~ 11 12
Eewis' defense of the abolitionists soon brought

criticism from the local newspapers •. In a particularly
vicious attack,, one newspaper accused him of seeking "any
llThe Philanthropist,, December 8,, 1841 ,'.
2
;l. Daily Cincinnati Chronic1e'>, December 7 ,- 1841 •.
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office that _would make him

Lewis·• a prominent man. 11 1.3

However~. as Lewis' opponents were soon to learn,. criticism
did not shake his beliefs •. The old warrior only doubled
his efforts and soon.became instrumental in organizing
the Ohio State Liberty Convention· which met in December;.
1841.:i-4
c·olumbus was the site of the convention which was
called to order on December 29.

Parliamentary procedure

called for a chairman and Lewis was elected to chair the
meeting~l5

The first task of the conventionwas the

selection of a gubernatoriar candidate for the election·
to be held during the coming year and the overwhelming
choice of the delegates was Leicester King;•

King had

political experience having served two terms as State
Senator and was·recognized as a prominent member of the
Ohio Bar.

Lewis supported the candidate and presented a
rousing endorsement following the nomination~16
The convention adopted resolutions denounc·ing
slavery but remained silent on the other issues of the
day.·

The convention·•s failure in" this respect was
l.3Daily Cincinnati Republicant. December 9,. 1841.'
1 4The Philanthropist,. December 8,, 18l~l;
1 5Ibid;·, December 29,.. 1841::
16~.·:,. January 5·,,. 1842'!'.
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primarily the result of' the inf'luence exerted by Lewis·,
Salmorr P·.·. Chase,. and others who f'eared a party split·.·
Even bef'ore the c·onvention met,;. Lewis had cautioned Chase·
to "conf'ine your address as much asppossible to matters
connected with the one topic· (slavery). 1117 Lewis realized
that the Liberty Party was composed of' dissident Whigs
and Democrats who believed that slavery was the most
important issue f'acing the nation, but he also realized
that these groups disagreed on· most other issues.: He
f'ee.red that broadening the party base would be an open
invitation· f'or dissension7. The convention also agreed
to send a number of' speakers throughout the state in
order to enlighten the people to the aggressions of'
slavery and,,. further~; the dangers to come if' its spread
was not checked. 18
Lewis would have undoubtedly devoted much of' his
time to speaking on·behalf' of' the Liberty cause had it
not been f'or f'amily problems that arose during the State
c·onvention-;·. Lewis had received word during the meeting
17samuel Lewis to Salmon P •. Chase,.December 23,
1841~ Sailmon P.: Chase Papers, Twenty-one Letters f'rom
Samuel Lewis to Salmon P •. Chase,.1841-1854 (MSS in the
Library of' Congress,. Washington, D.C ~-) ~;
18
Lewis, . .Q!2.• ill•• p •. 314.
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that.his father was gravely 111 and by the time he reached
home,, the elder Lewis had died.

The following spring,.

family problems necessitated a trip to Massachusetts which
detained him for sev.eral weeks•;,l9
The growth of Lewis' influence in the antislavery
movement can·be judged by the numerous meetings he was
asked to ~ddress •.

Throughout the early months of 1842,

requests;arrived at his home almost daily seeking his
presence at antislavery meetings·~-

Invitations were so

r\umerous that Lewis posted a letter to the local ant1slavery newspaper explaining why he was refusing many bids•.·
He also indicated his appreciation°for the many requests~20
Lewis' absence from the state proved to be
beneficial..

On:,his journey to the Fast, he took time to

visit James G•;·. Birney;, Joshua Leavitt~-. and several other
leaders of the abolitionist movement.

Birney seemed

especially impressed with the recent c·onvert from Ohio·;

In a letter of introduction to Leavitt, Birney asked him
to "make Mr·~ Lewis acquainted with many of the most
influential abolitionists of your vicinity~-

It is quite

1 9The author has been unable to learn the exact
nature of Lewis' trip to Massachusetts •. However, it can:
be surmised that the purpose of the trip was to visit
relatives in: Falmouth •. where he usually journeyed yearly
until 1850.
20~
Philanthropist,. May 11, 1842'~-
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desirable invview of his influence in- the West that he
possess full and comprehensive knowledge of the whole
_Anti-Slavery movement, !1 21

It was indeed desirable, for

when·Lewis returned from the East, he was nominated for
his first elective office',·
On JuJ:y

4,, 1842,. the Hamilton County Liberty

Convention met at Mount Pleasant and nominated Samuel
~ewis for State Senator from Hamilton-County,

Hampered

by ill health,, which had plagued him his entire life·,
the old warrior tried to decline the nomination, but the
e,onventiorr pers1.sted,, and Lewis accepted,~.22

Sacri'ficing

much of his own campaign'~i Lewis spent most of the campaign
traveling with King~

The campaign officially opened on

August 5,. in Columbus',, and for the next three months
Lewis was continually on the stump,
of

During the months

August and September he traversed central Ohio,

speaking on the evils of slavery and the need for electing
antislavery officials.·. His strenuous speaking schedule
impaired his health consid-erably,, and by October,. Lewis
was physically exhausted,

After a speech at Sandusky,.

21James G, Birney to Joshua Leavitt, April 25, 1842,
in Dwight L. Dumond (ed•~-), Letters of James Gillespie
Birney,. 1831-l~57 (Gloucester, Massachusetts: Peter Smith,
1966 );, II,. p•~·:695-,; Hereafter referred to as Birney Letters,
22samuel Lewis to Salmon ·P ;'.Chase,. July 27, 1842
(Chase MS£);.
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he was forced to retire t9 his bed.

That same week at

Elyria,, he had to suspend his remarks and was carried to
his room where he remained critically ill for a number
of days';'.

Upon rec·overy·,'. he jo=neyed to Akron and

attempted to speak, but was forc·ed to suspend his remarks.
Critically ill, Lewis was taken home and there he
remained until after the election. 23
When the votes were·,counted in October, Lewis
found himself badly defeated with only one hundred fortyseven votes:

This was undoubtedly the~result of Lewis'

sacrificing his-own campaign on behalf of the Liberty
cause throughout the rest of the state.

However,. the

returns in· the Governor's race proved more encourgging.
The·Democratic· candidate,. Shannon, received 129·;.064
'

votes;: the Whig candidate,, C'i>rwin,. received 125,621 votes;.
and King received 5,405 votes·. 24

For the first time,.

the Liberty men appeared to hold the balance of power,.
and Lewis was elated..

In a letter to The Philanthronist,:

Lewis proclaimed that::
• • • slavery must be destroyed. As soon
as the smoke ha•s blmm off,. and we find
23~ Philanthropist,. October 8,, 1842.
24smi th,,

.Q:Q ~:

cit. , p .: 56 ~
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where we are~,let us get back into the field
ag~~~ andpprove that defeats do not dishearten

us •.

The eampaign of 1842 had another ilJIJ;)ortant effect:
on ];ewis';:

As late as· 1841-~,- Lewis was firmly opposed to

slavery,, but took great pains to separate himself from
the abolitionists:26

The campaign of 1842 caused him to

change his mind'., Soon· after the election he wrote:
Finally,. a few months hard labor in this
field of Abolitionism with some investigation
of the subject haciS c:onvinced me that it is
a great mistake for any anti-slavery man or
party to seek any distinction from what the
world c-alls abolitionists~'- Pro-slavery men
will not draw the distinction,, and while
nothing is gained,, we yield half the ground
when we refuse to be ranked as abolitionists. 27
Lewis' period of apprenticeship was over·~·

He was now

ready _tp !l.ssume leadership~--

2 5The Philanthropist,, October 22,. 1842'~'
2 6riaily c·1ncinna ti Chronicle, December 7,. 1841,
27~ Philanthropist,. October 22,. 1842~·

CHAPTER III
LEWIS COMES OF'AGE
The campaign· of 1842·, drained much of Lewis '
s.trength.,. and the "old" warrior spent the remainder of the
year recuperating at home;:

Although many abolitionists

hoped Lewis would be well enough to attend the State
Liberty Conventiom in· December,, such was not to be•;'

The

work of the e:onvention· was in the hands of others•;1

By

early January·,; 1843:;,, Lewis' health:had improved somewhat
and he was able to att·end a small Liberty gathering held
at Sharon~ thirteen, miles north of Cincinnati1;:'2
The year J.:843 marked great c-hange in- the abolition·
movement1;J

No longer was· the management of the movement

entirely im the hands,. of the New York and Massachusetts
delegates,;?. For the first time sinc-e the Liberty Party
waa: formed';~ the western abolitionists, had predominance
imthe movement~

This fact was c~early demonstrated in

a~tionwhich,ensued following a proposal·by Liberty
leaderss that a National Liberty Convention· should meet'
1 The Philanthropist,.. January 4;: 1843 ~.
2 Ibid ~ ,, Dec ember 28 ,,. 1842 ·•·.
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in Washington D.C;, in 1844 •.

When this overture was

first made in 1842,, Mr·~- Lewis highly favored the idea.3
But in January,,. 1843 ,.. the proposal was renewed,. with the
'intentions of many Liberty leaders to hold the convention
that coming March;

To this second proposal Lewis was

violently opposed,. for he was convinced that in· order to
have a truly national convention,.delegates· should represent the West as well as the East';·. If the convention was
called for March, .. Lewis felt this would not allow enough
time to attain-a large attendance fromtthe various parts
of the country.

As· an indication· of Lewis' gaining

significance in·the Liberty movement,. his influence helped
to kill the proposal,. and the National Convention was held
in-Buffalo in August~~
Lewis·spent the remainder of the spring of 1843
catching up on: correspondence·~- attending local meetings,.
and visiting with hisffamily'·;·

At one particular

meeting;. Lewis demonstrated the courage of his convictions;
The Hamilton· C-ounty Liberty Party called a meeting at
Cleves for March 7 ,, 1843.

Realizing the hostility or·

the local c·ommuni ty ,, the Liberty men took great care in
3Smith,-4

Lewis , .
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asking and rece~ving consent from the elders of the
Presbyterian Church where
the meeting was to be held·;·.
;

When Lewis arrived to address the meeting,. he found
himself faced with a mob of over fifty people which
bad formed to dis~pt the proceedings~

Several of his

friends:advised him that he should not speak and he
repiied that "the danger he spoke of was the very reason•
why he should be there;,.and that when there we,s no
danger in·proclaj,ming the principles of freedom,.he
would then leave the work to others-;'"· With characteristic·
courage',- Lewis .defied the crowd to "find six men among
you who are opposed to us who oan tell me what abolitionism
is•. 11 5

The mob disper:sed and the meeting proceeded·;.
The summer of .1843·brought many more responsibilities

into Lewis' busy life•;!

In addition· to his correspondence

and local speaking engagements,;, Lewis found time to attend
the eighth anniversary of the State Anti-Slavery Society
in- BloOD1;ingburg ,, on· J:tme 5';. and delivered a speech on· the
evi]s of slavery';?

On August l~·- he attended the Liberty

C'onv,.ention· of Hamilton Cqunty and spoke concerning the
duty of the Christi~n community to take part in poiitical

5 ~ . ,, p~ 319~• ..
6The Philanthropist,... July, 5·;, 1843-;•
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affairs~?

That same afternoon the convention:nominated

Lewis for Congress even though he attempted to decline
the nom.1:nation. 8
The Congressional campaign of 1843 was certainly
not a campaign in the traditional sense,for the candidate
had left the state~

As soon,as the Hamilton-County

Convention·. adjourned",-. Lewis departed for Massachusetts
where he annually visited the scenes of his childhood.
His visit was- rela ti very short,: for he had previously
been appointed to represent Ohio at the National Liberty
Conv.ent!l.o~ at Buffalo scheduled to meet Augu:st 29-~ 9
The National eonvention found every free state
except New Hampshire represented.~O

Ohio sent a formidable

delegation) headed by Salmon, P';: Chase· and Leicester King·;
King was chosen permanent chairman,. which reflected the
influence of the western delegates·~,

The main· work of

the c:onventiorr was· to renew the nomination" of Birney and
Mcmt'ls·.:

Lewis supported the nomination and delivered a

thirty minu~e speech concerning· the issues facing the·
abolitionists~ 11 Soon after the convention adjourned,
0

711ll£., August 9 ,, 1843'!: 8Lewis,

.QE_~:

ill•,- p. 322.

9~ Philanthropist,, April 19, ll!843.
1OLewis, ~ •. cit-~ ,, p,; 3213'~'
11Emancipator_ ~ew Yori} September 'T,- 1843;· Henry
Wilson,; Rise and Fall of Slave Power in· America (Boston:
Osgood anciCompany ,,. 1875), II, p·.· 1557"°
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Lewis returned home where he attended local Liberty
gatherings in and around Cincinnati.
During September~ Lewis became active in·another
cause that was close to his heart:

Irish independence.

Throughout 1843,, Daniel O'Connell conducted a speaking
tour throughout the United States attempting to win
sympathy for the cause of Irish independence from Great
Britain;:

Several meetings were held in Cincinnati, to
which Lewis lent his support and energies';·:1 2 Lewis, with
the help of Chase and others,organized the Cincinnati
Association., which was designed to aid the cause of Irish
independence-.,1 3
Lewis' association-with the Irish independence
movement caus~d him to neglect his.Congressional campaign,
with the result that Mr. Lewis was not only badly defeated,.
but his total vote was less than the average of the ·
entire Liberty ticket·;:

However;. Lewis I poor showing was

also the by9product of a struggle between o·~\ Duncan, the
Democratic candidate, and M;. Haines·;: the Independent
Democratic candidate for Congress who enticed many voters
fromtthe Liberty ticket.14
12Lewis·, ~·;o ill•, p·~, 328
1 3The Philanthropist,; November 29 ;. 1843.
14Ibid., October 18,. 1843~:
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Though the Ohio Liberty men had lost the election
of 184J·,, they still found reason for rejoicing •.

Their

cause had picked up conyerts and the goal of eventual
v;ic:tory c-ontinued to loomJ.large'.:

In November•~- several

party leaders··a~ounced their intentions to nominate
Lewis for Congress in· 1844.. In his announcement',:. Lewis
said he felt he could do more for the cause of liberty
asca pr+vate citizen and stated his determination to
remain· active im the Liberty movement';".15 .
The year 1844 proved to be a crucial year in the
history of the Eiberty Party:for not only was the
United States- electing a new President';· but in Ohio,. the
Liberty Party was running an· entire slate of candidates.·
On· the national scene·~- the chief issue was the annexation,
of Te~s•·.-

Although many Northerners· viewed annexation

as~ a southern plot to extend slavery,, only the· Liberty
Party opposed annexa ti one im its . platform'::
Lewis recognized the importance of organizing an
early state campaign ' and was. instrumental
. - in-calling the
State Liberty Convention· which met in· Columbus, February 7 ,.
1844~.16:'. Although the major newspapers made no mention· of
15~.,- November 29,, 1843,
16Ibid~_,, January 10,:.. 1844~-
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I.ewis at the convention·,.- his influence was undoubtedly
felt,, as Leicester King was re-nominated for G.overnor. 1 7
Throughout the spring and summer, Lewis worked tirelessly
. on·. behalf of the Liberty ticket,, traveling throughout
, Ohio,,, lecturing on; the evils of slavery.

As part of the

I

general strategy,., meetings were held throughout ,the
North opposing annexation;. ,Lewis attended the convention
in- Cine-inna ti orr March 26-28";, and spoke of the evils of
extending slavery~ Many people opposed annexation on
:the basis that additional land would be a burden for the
government'~J.8

However, Lewis took a different view;:

He opposed annexation only because he .felt it used land
for the e~tension' of slavery·~•

Lewis believed there was

nothing whatever in-the Constitution· of the United States
that required a single state~. or a single citizen in· any
of the states,, to do one thing for the support of
ruavery·,,

Therefore•,",, with the absence of such requirements·,

all slavery requisitions were voluntary, disgraceful,
and degraded the letter or spirit of the Cons ti tution'~·l9
He also felt it wrong to talk of civil war or.dissolution,
1 7 ~ •.• February 14';: 1844.
18Lewis•;,. .Ql?.·• ill•". p· •. 331, .
19Ibid. ,

of the union·~.

Having great faith in the democratic

proc,;iss ,. Lewis believed the ballot box was the greatest
weapon in:the fight for liberty. 2 0
In·April,, Lewis became ill, and was forced to
suspend his ac·tivities for several weeks'~'.

However,

owing to a quick recovery,. Lewis was again attending
meetings in· a very· short time".:21

Once back on the

stump,,. Lewis broadened his remarks· to include all
aspects of the slave influence in·the country.

In

Lockland, ten miles north of Cincinnati,. on April 20 ,.
he spoke of the "e,orrupt 11 appointment of officers in,
the army and navy from the slaveholding caste'. 22

Ih

Daytonr, he spoke c·oncerning the methods that were used
to twist the words·of Liberty men. 2 3

As one of the

recmgnized leaders· of the Liberty Party in· Ohio';,. requests
were·soon:pouring in:from all over the state asking him
to speak:·at meetings. 24

He sometimes. traveled over

20~
•• p •. 332~
21William Goforth to Charlotte Goforth Lewis,.
April 21., 1844 (MSS:, Property of Miss ~!artha Lewis,
Montclair,, New Jersey).
22The Philanthropist •. April 24,. 1844>.
23~.,. May 1~. 1844.,
24Liberty Courier fil'.E. Register .Q! Facts l£Miz, Ohi.iJ
May 8 ,, 1844•~·-
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thirty miles a day on--horseback and spoke nearly every
night •.

In his speeches •. he constantly encouraged his

audience to "read the liberty writings, so you will
know the abuses of slave power'·,.11 25

Eventually,. his·

strenuous schedule weakened his constitution, and soon
after he,presided at the Hamilton County Liberty
Convention on August 1, he was forced to return home
and remain· in· bed for several weeks·, 26 He returned
to the stump a short time before the election~
The election--of 184-4- was the high point of the
Liberty Party,. despite the scarcity of votes·~·.

On the

?l!1 ti onal score r Polk, triumphed over Clay ,, and the Whigs

laid the blame for Clay's defeat on·the L'iberty Party
and succ·eeded in convincing many people that the
Liberty Party had elected Polk,.

This accusation proved

to be important irr.the decline of the third party in the
c.oming year and served further to isolate and weaken the
Liberty mov.ement from the other major parties : 2 7
In Ohio. the Liberty men had held firm and even
increased their vote·..

In the guberna tbrial contest the

results.- were::
25The Philanthropist-;:. July 3, 184-4-;~,
26Le~Ji§.!:

.QP.~.

ill~, p,. 334-,

27Blue, . .QP.,, ill,, p. 3.
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Democrat
Whig
Liberty

Tod

146,461

Barkley

147,738

8,411 28

King

Again, as in 1842, the Liberty men showed that they
held the balance of power .

However, the election of

1844 was decisive for the Liberty men, for by their own
actions they had succeeded in puttin~ out of their reach
all success along the lines which they were pursuing . 2 9
The success of the third party had depended on the
ability of the Liberty men to convince voters that
slavery was the paramount issue .

They had little hone

of persuading the Democratic Party to acc~nt antislavery
Principles. since its strength lay in the South, and in
t he pioneer regions closer in the North and West where
antislavery principles would be the last to Penetrate .
To the Whig Party alone could they look, and now after
the election of 1844, it appeared the Liberty men had
little hope in that quarter .

Also , many liberal neople

were repelled by the intolerance of some of the Liberty
men for any oninions but their own . JO
Lewis realized the Precarious position of the
Liberty Party and saw the need of brin~ing the n~tional
28smith, .2.12. • cit . , p . 75 .
JOibid .

29Ibid . ,

p .

80 .
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party into some kind of alliance with one of the major
parties •.

Even before the election of 1844,, Chase and

GamalieI Bailey of Cinc·innati had organized a drive to
remove Birney from the ticket because of his uncompromising defense of extreme abolition,. and sought to
replace him with a figure of greater prestige and more
moderate atti tudes';:3 1

This attempt to remove Birney

implied a motive similar to Lewis• beliefs·,.

Even though

Lewis may have agreed with them privately there is no
evidence to indicate that he participated in the drive
to replac·e Birney before the election;;.

Being a man of

'

principle·;-Lewis undoubtedly took the position that it
was,· his duty to support the _nominee· of the party;. However,,. once the election, was over~. Lewis aided in
organizing a great Western and Southern Anti-Slavery
Convention which met on, June 11; 1845~- with the purpose·
of broadening the l:Jase of the Liberty Party·;,

Long before

the convention; met·;·,. Lewis was in· the forefront attempting
to postpone the national convention-which had been called
to meet in- Washington, on' March l~- 1845·;? 2
31Blue;, .QE_·~- ill•• p·,: 6'~.
32The Philanthropist,. January 15·,, 1845,
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The call which went out for the Western and
Southern Convention, ini April stated, "It is not
designed that the convention·shall be composed exc~usively of members of the Liberty Party, but all
who are resolved to use all constitutional means to
effect the extinction of slavery. 11 .3.3

This was clearly

an attempt to unify all western~antislavery sentiment.
The c-onvention · was called to order on· June 11,.
in Cincinnati·,, with over two thousand delegates attending';:.34

Nearly every state in the West was repre-

sented·,. and delegates were also present from Kentucky
and Virginia.·
From the crack of the opening gaver,, the conventi'.on
was organized and directed by the Lewis-ehase forc·es·.·
Although James G~ Birney was elected to preside over
the convention,- this honor proved purely symbolic,. as·
most of the work of the meeting was determined before
Birney took the chair.

Chase called the meeting to

order and Lewis was. elected temporary chairman~. By
virtue of his position~ Lewis was able to appoint the
.3.3Jlli., April 23 ,, 1845~ .
.34ilelen M•. Cavanaugh, Anti-Slavery Sentiment and
Poli tics in· the Northwest,. lSZP+:.1860 ( unpublished Ph .D".Dissertation-:---u'ni versi ty of Chicago," 19.38), p •. 47.
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business committee whose primary duty was to draw up
the resolutions which reflected the-moderate attitudes
of Lewis and Chase"~:

There was no mention of immediate

abolition and the resolutions were directed to antislavery elements of all parties'/
The list of delegates included many of the outstanding abolitionists in the West.

Such men as

Ichabod Codding;, John· Fee,: Stephen C. Stevens,. and
Owen P. Lovejoy took an active part in the proceedings.
Letters -were read from Cassius Clay,. William Seward·;
and Horace Greeley·.

Greeley• s letter aroused some

anger among the delegates,,as he blamed the Liberty
Party for the recent Whig defeat.
The only point of dissension that occurred during
the convention was a resolution concerning fugitive
slaves.35

The-Resolutions Committee issued one

proposal that sympathized with the plight of the
fugitive slave.

When-the resolution was put before the

convention several delegates from Kentucky,, including
John· Fee~moved to reconsider the resolution on the
grounds that it would prove too offensive to the
inhabitants of their state·.. However,. after a lengthy
discussion· of the subject,. the Kentucky delegates
35Emancipator~- July 2,, 1845.
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withdrew their motion,. and the resolution was adopted·~•36
Aside from this,,, the proceedings were cheerful and
enthusiastic·,, and the convention proved to be an important
step in bringing many of the antislavery factions
together.37
Undoubtedly,, the organizers of the Western and
Southern-Anti-Slavery Convention had been blessed with
'.Some degree of foresight..

By the end of 18Lf5, even

Birney' s staunchest supporters were admitting public·ly
that the Eiberty Party must broaden its base or die.3 8
Soorrafter the close of the Western and Southern
Anti-Slavery Convention;. Lewis left for Massachusetts·.
His continuing poor health forced him to pause on his
journey East as he was scarcely able to travel.

On

his return irr the fall of that ye~r,. Lewis suffered
the first of a series of crises that ma:s, to stagger
his fortitude and take much of his time.

On the family's

return to Ohio,,. Lewis• four year old son fell gravely
ill and died· shortly thereafter.
36Ibid.

This personal tragedy
l

37~·Philanthropist,. June 18, 1845; Smith, . .QJ2.•
ill•·· p •· 88 .:
38Dwight E;.Dumond,. !!!ll-Slavery Origins of the
Civil War in·the United States (Am1 Arbor: University
of Michigan:. 1939) ,, p.! 95'.·. .,.
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necessitated Lewis''absence from the Liberty movement
for several months,. and 1 t was many weelrn before the
old warrior could even partially regain his usual
calmness of disposi tion";09

Soon after the death of

Lewis' son,. his elde_st daughter became 111 and remained
so for several weeks~

When, it appeared that Lewis

would be unable to attend the Ohio State Liberty
Conventiorr in· December;. 1845,, he wrote to Chase saying:
Your chief work at the convention·· will be
to agree on·a candidate for Governor,. King
is out of the question·:. I would like Wade
or Parish as my choice,. though I do not _
know if this would be-acceptable to a11~ 40
Three weeks before the Convention,. several members
of the Liberty Party initiated an effort to give the
gubernatorial nomination· to Chase'.'

However,. the

movement failed to get off the ground',' and many leaders
favored Lewis·;

As William Birney wrote James G. Birney~.

"Mr-~ Chase does· not possess the confidence of the
peop]le to such a degree as Lewis. 11 41
39Lewis ,,, .QI!...

When the State

ill• , p •. 3 62 •

40samuel Lewis. to Salmon P-•. Chase, December 27,
1845 (Chase MSS).
41w1111am Birney t~ Jame~ G. Birney,. December 1,
1845,, in Dumond, Birney Letters, . .QI!_. ill•• II,.p;. 986·:
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Convention·met on December 31, 1845,. Leicester King
announced his intention·not to accept the nomination.
The c.onvention thell' named Samuel Lewis for governor,.
even though he again attempted to decline the nomination.
W.hen the convention: refused to allow him to decline,.
Lewis accepted saying:·
Our strength is as our principles~

our
course is just;. it is the• humanity·. When
we shall have·a system securing education
to every youth in· the state: when all
despotic, laws, are repealed·,. all c:lass·
legislations repudiated",: and the equal
rights-· of all secured,. we may hope to see
our beloved state held with an educated,. a
pious·,- and happy peopiei;!-l-2
Resolutions were adopted that had been·written by Chase,.
one declaring that "We professionally revere the doctrine
of true Democracy,." and the convention· adjourned·~~3

With

the crnnv.entiom over~. Lewis went home to rest, for he was
soon to embark -on the most strenuous campaign of his life.·

42r..ewis, .

.Ql2.0: cit., p •. 366.

43smi th, .2ll.•· cit. , p .: 91-~:.

CHl!PTER J.V
LEWIS FOR GOVERNOR:

1846

Lewis' nomination-for Governor established him as
the recognized leader of the Liberty Party in·· Ohio and
he did not hesitate in kicking off his campaign--in-the
spring of 1846~

Although for personal reasons he wished
.

'

another candidate could have been chosen,. he could not
find it in,his heart to refuse·the nomination and immediately directed his energies in behalf of the
campaign. 1
From the onset Lewis knew the campaign. was ·to be
a fierce battle,, for although it was a state election,.
national issues--were dominant'~!

Slavery was of paramount

importance and the question;of Texas annexation worried
the antislavery forces'.:

In· addition;: the composition of'

the Whig Party aided in-making the approaching contest
an especially bitter one·~·- By 1846 , .. most Whigs on· the
Western· Reserve were·;. for all' practical purposes-,.
abolitibnists,,and Lewis realized that a weak Whig
lLewis ~- ..QP.·;. . cit. , p·~: J65 ~'
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candidate coul_d greatly enhance the Liberty Party's
chances of wlctory. 2
The Whigs,. meeting in convention, nominated
William Bebb of Butler County for Governor.

Although

Bebb. had worked in poll tics for many years·;. he was not
a well-known personall ty throughout the sta te";3

The

Whigs realized that they were fighting for their survival,. and with a weak candidate,. there was nothing,.
exc~pt the bitterness between the two organlzatlons,.to
prevent many of their numbers from voting the Liberty
tlcket. 4
The Democrats nominated David Tod of Mahoning
County,, a leading figure in the party.

Tod had served

in the State Senate and was well known throughout the,
state·.:

Only forty-one years old, the Democratic

nominee had pulled himself up through the party leadership and was particularly strong in Northeastern· Ohio~
The Democratic· Party adopted a platform dealing with
2The Western Reserve ls a geographical expression·
which includes Ashtabula,. Trumbull,. Mahoning, Lake,
Columbiana,.. Geauga,. Portage,. Stark, Summit, Lorain,
Cuyahoga,, Hedlna,, Wayne, Holmes, Ashland,. Richland,
Huron, and Erle Counties in Northeastern Ohio, Alfred J~
Wright,, Economic Geography of .Q!)J,,2 (Columbus: Department
of Natural Resources, State of Ohio, 1957), p. 129~
3Galbreath, .212.~ cl t., p. 534.

4sm1 th, .212.• cl t., p. 90,
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most of the pertinent issues of the campaign, but did
all in its power ta avoid the issue of slavery.5
Lewis began his campaign on February 5, in a
letter to 'l'he Philanthronist in which he stated:·
We Liberty men believe that all men are
born with equal rights including life,.
liberty,, ·and the pursuit of happiness:
and that every legislative act restricting
or abridging the rights of one class,-- held
in common·by gther classes· is alike wicked
and impolite.
.
Lewis was again-- advancing his be;J.ief ,. which was also
adopted by· the <fivil l!::ights advocates of the twentieth
century~-- that no man is truly free as long as one of
his number is held in human bondage • .
~_Philanthropist was quite pleased with Lewis'
nomination f_or Governor,. but many newspapers were not.
One leading Whig journal stated that "Mr. Lewis has
'. '
hopes of maintaining an organization that never accomplished anything good~. They have avowed their purpose
to

make

war on·· the Whig Party. 11 7

However,. criticism

5Galbreath,.,.QP..:·c1t ... p. 534.
6 The Phil~nthropist,. Feb;uary 11, 1846;

7.Qh.!£ S.tate Journal (solumbui} February 21, .. 1846,
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did not cause Lewis to falter, and by April the championof human liberty was on the stump speaking against the
horrors of slavery and spending his Sundays preaching in·
local churches.
In planning his speaking engagements for the
campaign~.Lewis took his message into parts of the state
that had never before heard Liberty speakers.

Opening a

tour of southeastern Ohio, he addressed a local meeting
of abolitionists in Marietta on April 18, and preached
in the local Methodist Episcopal Church the next day. 8
From ~!arietta Lewis traveled to Belpre,- opposite
Parkersburg,. Virginia,, and there he spoke for nearly two
and one-half hours each day.9
In addition_to addressing Liberty gatherings on
the evils of slavery,. Lewis was forced to spend at least
some of his time denying rumors that had-been spread
about him,: supposedly by members of the Whig Party.

In

one such instance, a report had been circulated in the
northern part of the state that-Lewis had denied being
an abolitionist.

Of course, there was no substance to

the tale,, but the concern was so great in Liberty circles·
8r'1arietta Intelligencer §hiq] April 2.3, 1846.
9The Philanthropist, May 6, 1846.
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that The Philanthropist published a denial.lo
'

the campaign went on.;

On

Meanwhile,

May 12,. Lewis, along with

Joshua Giddings, addressed a gathering of Whigs and
Democr~ts in Chillicothe~·

Here Lewis denounced the slave

trade in the District of C'olumbia and declared that the
Whig Party was dying, 1 1
Af'ter speaking in Chillicothe,. Lewis returned
home to rest a short while before he began his speaking
tour of the Western Reserve which was scheduled to begirr
June 1 •.

Exhausted from his labors,. Lewis wrote Chase

while at home asking him to "secure several speakers to
go around w;th me so that the conventions may go-on
whether I: am able to attend or not •.11 12

Although suffering

from a serious cold·,;, the old warrior rallied his strength
and journeyed to the,Reserve at the appropriate time.
Arriving at Salem in Columbiana C-ounty in early
June,,- Lewis was forced to face another source of critic ism
--the Garr:l.sonians ;•:

In an editorial in the &lll-Slavery

lOibid. , April 29 ,, 1846.
llscioto'Gazette @hillicothe, Ohi~ May 13,.1846.
12samuel Lewis to Salmon p;_Chase, May 29, 1846
(Chase MSS) i
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Bugle following the Columbiana County Liberty Convention,
the Garrisonians levied a scathing attack on the
abolitionists, terming their meeting a total failure."
After granting that Lewis possessed a "strong mind," the
editor proceeded to ridicule the entire proceedings and
especially the fact that only forty people attended the
meeting~13
Still,, the Liberty candidate persisted~

Traveling

throughout the Reserve.:.Lewis complained to Chase in a
letter ·that he found himself physically "broken do~m,"
and doubted that he would be able to fulfill the rest of
his appointments •.14

However,, he forced himself to

continue and was able to keep his appointments for the
month of June •.
Many of the Liberty_ c·onventions that Lewis
attended had a much larger attendance than the one at
Salem.

In Cleveland, the gubernatorial candidate

addressed an impres_sive audience for over two hours·.
Even the Democratic press in·· the city declared that "if

Lewis's health.were good,. he would make a hole in the
13~-Slavery Bugle ~alem, Ohi§:j June 5;. 1846·•.
14samuel Lewis to Salmon p;.Chase,.June 11,- 1846
Chase MSS)•;:
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Whig Party. 11 15

However,. the candidate's health was not

good,, and this fact was to hamper him throughout most of
his remaining years.
During most of the campaign,. national issues
dominated the local c:ontest.

In June,, Bebb charged that

the Liberty Party was responsible for the annexation of
Texas which became a major· campaign issue after the
beginning of the Mexican War.

The charge referred to

the accusation that had been levied against the Liberty
Party following the election of 181.J.4 that the activities
of the abolitionists had split the Whig vote and helped
to elect Polk.

When Texas was annexed soon after the

election,, the Whigs held the Liberty Party responsible.
In Akron on June 12,. Lewis delivered one of the
most impressive speeches of the.campaign in which he
presented his stand on the major issues.·. In answer to
Bebb,,. Lewis exposed Clay's character and sentiments with
regard to slavery and argued that the responsibility for
the annexation of Texas·rested entirely with the Whig
Party which had presumed to present such a man as Clay
to the voters of the nation.

On

the question of the

Black Codes,, which were a series of laws that had been
15c1eveland Plain Dealer, June 19,. 181.J.6 •.
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passed by the state legislature and designed to discriminate against the free Negro,,.Lewis criticized the·
Whigs for not taking the lead in repealing this unjust
legislation since they controlled the legislature.
'

Only

the Liberty Party took a strong position for repeal.
Al though the tex,t of Lewis I speech is lost to posterity,i twas undoubtedly one of the finest of the campaign.
One correspondent who had c·overed the outstanding
speakers of the era commented that he had "never heard
a speech as good as the one Lewis had just delivered .1116·

By the end of June-..Lewis had completed his tour
of the Reserve.;.

On the whole·,. the tour had been suc-

cessful~~with but a few failures.17

Lewis had been able

to take the Liberty message to areas which had previously
never heard a Liberty man;. He had addressed dozens of
meetings ·and won:many converts to the Liberty cause, and
some.leaders believed that Lewis could actually win in
October·.: However;;.most abolitionists realized that Lewis
16Democratic Standard Whig of
July 7 ,,, 1846 •

'12.

{£olumbus, 0hi~

17As an example of his failures,, in some areas the
animosity against Liberty men wasi so pronounced that thelocal press.did not even mention the fact that Lewis spoke
in· their city. The Huron Reflector l[orwalk~. Ohig) completely ignored Lewis when he spoke in the area June 24,
1846.
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had little chance of winning the Governor's seat.

As

one editor stated:
We can hardly expect Mr. Lewis to be elected
at this time,, for he is too good a mau and
quite too far advanced for his time.18
In July,.Lewis returned home for a short rest.
Although he had been invited to attend the Liberty convention in Chicago that summer,, he was forced to send
his regrets as he was trying to conserve his strength
for the remainder of the campaign. 1 9

Following a three-

week rest,, the Liberty candidate resumed his campaign in
southern Ohio which lasted until shortly before the
election,.
While bringing his gubernatorial campaign to the
Ohio River country,,, Lewis .was forced to deny charges
made against him after his return from the Reserve. - In
August •. the :fil!.ll-Slavery Bugle published an editorial
accusing the Liberty candidate of gross hypocrisy.

"On

the Sabbath Lewis refuses to speak, and refuses to extend
his hand to rescue the poor slave." Instead,"· it continued;
"he goes into a pro-slavery church and preaches. 11 2O
181'.!:!!r· Aurora ~ew Lisbon,, Ohi2] July 18,. 1846.
l9~ Liberty Tree [£hicag~ August 1, 1846.
20:fil!.ll-Slavery Bugle,.August 28,. 1846.

i

There was no foundation to the allegation that Lewis
I

had refused to spe~k on Sunday.

He had often accepted

I
I

speaking engagements
concerning his Liberty activities
I
on Sundays for he believed that the Sabbath was the
best chance to attract a large audience.·

It was true

I'

that he attended a:church that did not take a definite
stand against slav1ry,, but;Lewis had been working to
change the position of his church for many years.· He
believed that the best way to alter an institution was
''
from within,. not f:r:om
without:~- However·, the charge
was merely another attempt to discredit the Liberty
candidate,, even though individuals who believed the
i
allegation were believing,. as one paper put it, a
"glaring falsehood t•21

By late September, Lewis closed

his campaign and w~nt home to wait for the final returns·;
I

The election results proved interesting:
Democrat
Whig
Liberty

Tod

Bebb
Lewis

116,489
118,857
10,.799 22

Once again the Liberty Party held the balance, but it
was now c-J.ear to most Liberty men that victory itself
'

21The
Aurora:,. October 7 ,. 1846.
==.:=,
22smi th, . .212.~.: ill•, p. 93.
I
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c·ould not be achieved without some type of union between
I

the Liberty men and antislavery elements· in one· of the
two major parties';! Chase and Joshua Giddings, the antiI

slavery Whig leader,. had suggested a union·of antislavery
men· on· a c·ommorr pl!jl tform without reference to the
troublesome issues , that had arisen during the previous
1

campaign •.

The efforts failed chiefly because neither the
I
'
Whig nor Liberty group
was willing to give up its
positions on. what both considered key issues _:;~3

'

Lewis

was now firmly con~inced that the abolitionists must
broaden their base 'of support or die.
Soon·after t;he close of the campaign·of 1846,
I
another personal tragedy struc·k the Lewis home. In
December,. the healtp. of Lewis' daughter, Elizabeth,. began
'
to· fail rapidly~. c:onsumption,.
a dreaded foe of health,

.

I

began·to prey on·her body;: Her declining health and her
I

need for constant attention· consumed much of Lewis' time.
'

As a result, he was unable to attend Liberty activities
1

and spent the winter of 1846 and spring of 1847 at home.24

'

However,, even· though much of Lewis I time was taken up
'

with family business, .. Liberty matters were still on his
I

mind •.
23

.
.'
.
Blue,. .QE.~-- ill•, P'•' 10.
I

24Lewis , . .Ql?.• cit.,. p •. 374.
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One Libertyjmatter that especially concerned
him was the fact that southern Ohio was about to lose
I

~

the only strong Liberty organ in the region:
Philanthropist.

'I

In- the early months of 1847 ,-- Gamiliel

I

-

Bailey,. the editor-of ~he Philanthropist left for
'

Washington to editia new national abolitionist newspaper,
I
the National~- For a while,. it appeared the Cincinnati
i

publication would have to close down as a result of
financ·ial reverses :and for want of an editor.

From his

I

home,. Lewis took an active part in trying to save The
Philanthropist and'urged upon local Liberty leaders the
I

need for a local abolitionist press.

In March, 1847 ,. a

i

letter appeared i n ' ~ Philanthropist from Lewis explaining
I

the need to continu,e Liberty publications.-

"The two

major parties are ~rying to create apathy on the subject,"
''

he wrote,, and impressed upon·the readers the need for
i

bringing the issue :of slavery before the public-;25
'

Beside writing lett:ers concerning the cause of 11 berty,
there was 11 ttle mo;re he could do·;·

As Elizabeth's

health gradually gr~w worse, Lewis was forced to cancel
I

several speaking engagements which had been made far in
I

advance, .. and published an apology for his absence. 26
1

25 ~ Philan~hropist, I•larch 24', 1847.
26
Ibid. , July 14, 1847.
I

On-
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September 20 ~ the long wait ended for Lewis and his
family as Elizabeth died in her sleep . 27
The year 1847 brought about a new crisis for the
Liberty Party .

The National Liberty Committee which had

been appointed in 1843 issued a call for a national

convention to meet in Buffalo , New York, on October 20 ,
1847 .

The purpose of this convention was to nominate

candidates for President and Vice- President .

However,

several Liberty leaders~ including Salmon P . Chase and
Alvin Stewar t, wanted to postpone the nominations until
1848 .

Chase especially wanted to broaden the base of

abolitionist support and bring the Liberty men into a
coalition with one of the two major parties .

Realizing

this would take time , Chase hoped to postpone the
nominations a t least until he could influence the Liberty
men to support an individual with moderate antislavery
principles .
Lewis took a more cautious position in the entire
affair.

Although he realized the need for the Liberty

Party to braaden its base of support , he did not favor
a union with one of the two major parties .

In a letter

to the National Era~ Lewis said that Liberty men must
maintain their "unity of action and principle and be as
2
1847 .

7western Christian Advocate @""1 ncinna~

October 8,
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much opposed to compromise as slaveholders. 1128

.

I

Undoubtably,

Lewis' position was disheartening to Qhase,. but Lewis
realized that at this stage most Liberty men were not
ready for c·oa:)..i tio I , even if he may have personally agreed
with Chase •.
In addition· to the question of when to nominate,
there was also the question of who to nominate·.

When the

call first went out in, spring, 1847.,, many Liberty journals

I

throughout the country ~ndioated their support for John P •.
Hale of Vermont as a strong Presidential candidate.

In

these same journals, Lewis' name was often mentioned as

.

I

a possible Vice-Presidential candidate,29

Although many

of Lewis" friends· Jrged his candidacy,. Lewis resolved not

I

.

.

to allow his name to be put in nomination·.•. Beset with
difficulties at ho,e,. Lewis wrote a letter in· which he
reiterated his refusal to become a candidate for office;30
Despite the fact thtt he failed to state his reasons in
this letter,.. the ilil.ness of his daughter was no doubt a
major factor..

Howe~er ,, Lewis• refusal to become a candidate

did not mean that hl would not attend,. and the old warrior

I

.

was present when·thi convention·was calle~ to order •.
28~
Philanthropist·~· July 28,,.1847; National ~
,l!!,.ashington·,. D ,C.£1 luly 15 ,.1847.

hr.

2 9Richard H',:lsewell, John P;'! Hale and the Politics
of Abolition· (Cambr ldge:· Harvard-University Press,, 1965), p. 89.
JOThe Philanthropist,.. July 28·,: 1847; National Era
July 15,-1847.
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The third ad last National Convention of the
Liberty Party oonv ned at the courthouse· in Buffalo
on October 20,.. 184 •

Lewis Tappan·· of New York called

the (fonvention to , rder ,. and Lewis opened the proceedings·
with prayer·~! Lewi

was ohos en President of the Convention

and Joshua Leavitt headed the Business Committee which,
drew up the resolu ions.

From his position as -President,.

Lewis took.a oonoi iatory stance and made sure every
shade of opinion· ·w s heard~
A

struggle· egan in·the convention when·Leavitt

introduced a serie : of resolutions..

The first, asserting

that the purpose oj the Liberty Party was the "abolition·
of slavery in a oo stitutional manner," was adopted
unanimously·;:

The

eoond,, declaring that the Constitution

gave the governmen

no power to institute slavery•,· was

that "slavery was

constitutional in the territories,"

proved a:-cruoial p

As soon as this resolution was

read •. Gerrit Smith

o~ed to amend the resolution to

state that slavery

as also unconstitutional in--the states.3 1

The debate which erued lasted until the evening session;.
and finally Smith'J amendment was rejected~3 2
31National E!t-a,, November 11, 1847.
32 smi th,.. .sm,. ill. , p ~: 118.
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On the seco d day of the Convention"; Chase made

his attempt to pos pone the nominations'~

When Leavitt

moved to- nominate .andidates for President and VicePresident,_ Chase o fereq. a counter amendment which would
have postponed the ·.nominations indefinitely•

Al though

Chase and his supp rters waged a fierce struggle for
most of the day·;. h s am~ndment was· soundly defeated by
a vote of thirty-siven to one hundred twenty-eight~3J
The convention- the! proceeded to nominate John P. Hale
O·f Vermont with on

hundred and three votes (Lewis

received four vote

even though he had already.indicated

his refusal to ace pt nomination)• and Leicester King
of Ohi<o for Vice-P esident'.'

After a ~hort speech by·

Lewis·,: the- ~onvent on adjourned•;'
Chase's att
fa:lJled~ Hale was

pt at postponing the nominations had
he party's choice, but the next year
•

~

?

was to bring about the death of the Liberty Party and.
the birth·. of

rganizati'orr that would spearhead the

abolitionist

t~.

The coming year would also· be an·

important year of d cision for Samuel Lewis';· for he
would have to decid

whether to cling to the traditions

of the past,. or sup ort the new organizatiqn, the Free
Soil Party·.:

CHAPTER v·
THE BIR HOF THE FREE· SOIL PARTY
As the year 1848 began,. events unfolded which were
to have an importa

on the future of the abolitionists.

The annexation· of

the war with Mexico gave a

powerful impul'se t

antislavery sentiment throughout the

North,.and with th

end of the war in FE!bruary, 1848,. a

question- of whethe

the recently acquired territories

should be given·up to slavery or made free became a topic
of earnest discussion,. and opinion· irr the North seemed to
warrant the belief
be compelled to tak

hat one of the two major parties would
a stand in· favor ..·of freedom •.. However,

as events proved,.n ither the Whig nor Democratic party
was willing to take that stand, and the abolitionists
soon found themselv s faced with a splendid opportunity
to gain· supporters.'
Soon· after t·e close of the Buffalo Convention in
1847, Lewis officia ly informed John P. Hale of his
nomination- for Pres dent.

Al though few seemed to notice,

1 James c·. Pa 1', Rift in the Democracy (New York:
A.s~· Barnes,.1951),.p •. 17.3. - -
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Hale waited nearly two months before replying to Lewis'
letter.

When·the

nswer did come, it indicated that he

wished someone els

had been· nominated, but since the

convention had sel cted him, he would consent to run. 2

I

Throughout jhe spring of 1848, Chase remained
actively engaged i · trying to suppress Hale• s nomination";
He took the respon ibility of setting a fire against his
own party by·manip

a shrewd call~ signed by·three

thousand dissident Whigs and Democrats, for an "Ohio Mass
Free Territory Co

[ention" to meet on June 21 in Coli.µnbus;3

Meanwhile,. he spent muctt-, of his time writing to leaders
throughout the counl ry urging the suppression of the
national Liberty ti\ket, even to the point of requesting
Hal"e to·witha.raw hii name~'

Chase was certain in his own

mind•·· that a third party movement.. was doomed to· failure,
and although many atolitionist leaders were advocating a
c·hange in- the party . Chase was urging total coalition with
one of the major pa ties •.
interests would bes

He believed that antislavery

be served by cooperation with

the- Democratic Part1, as he was convinced that the
2~ Philant ropist, January 26, 1848,

I

3 J .w •. Schuckzi-ers, The Life and Public Services of
Salmon Portland Chase (New York: D.°""Appleton & Cb., 1874),

p •. 82 •.
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Democrats were rea y to demand no further ex,tension of
slavery.4

Chase h ped to hold his "Ohio Con~ention" to

coincide with the

tate Liberty Convention, !scheduled

for Columbus·..

as obviously his intention to prepare

II

It

the Ohio Liberty P rty for fusion with a lar~er antislavery organizatiln,5
While the c ntroversy raged among the,abolitionists,
Lewis was· forced t

do some serious soul-searching.

He

had realized thenn ed for broadening the base of party
support long befor

this time,. but·was undecided as to

the best course of action.

He wanted the party to be in

a posi ti·on'. to secu e more votes,, but feared that a coalition
would cost the abo itionists their freedom of action.
As a moral questio

involved for a man of
I

principle,., Lewis c·

tolerate the thought of com-

promising his beli

for the sake of success~

However •. as more Li erty men indicated their'willingness
to sympathize with
generally acquiesce ·.-•

enlarged antislavery movement,. Lewis
In April,'. a call appeared in

~

Philanthropist sigJed by Lewis and others inviting
4 Frederick u.dd Blue·,, "The Ohio Free Soilers and
Problems of Faction lism,." Ohio History, LXXVI (1967), p. 19.
p •.

8J.

5Blue, "A Hi tory of the Free Soil Pa*ty,"

.Ql2.~·

cit•;·,
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antislavery activists to a State Liberty Convention-to
meet in Columbus on June 17 ,- 1848·. 6

Clearly• it was

their intention·, to bring the Liberty Party into an alliance with ·antislavery men· of other parties~-

As events

proved~ .. the results of the Whig and Democratic nominations
made that alliance more·feasible.-.
The·Whigs held their convention in·Philadelphia
in the spring of 184-8 and nominated Zachary Taylor for
President~'- Hisrqualifications were that he had been···a
mi•cl!i tary hero and had made no political enemies;.

The

conv:enti'on· did not adopt a platform in the usual sense~since there was little chance of agreeing on the most
important issue:

the extension· of slavery..

The

"Conscience" Whigs,,. who opposed the extension of slavery,
were outraged and bolted the party.?
Th'e Democratic Par;_ty faced a similar dilemma at
their convention· in Baltimore in May;: reminiscent of the
New York Democratic Party split earlier that same year~·
The "Hunker" faction,. or administration New York Democrats·
who had supported Polk,,- met in· caucus and chose a slate

6~

p·.: 81.

Philanthropist,,.April 26,, 184-8.

7Blue~. 0 A History of the Free Soil Party," .212.•·

ill•
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of delegates that were pledged to the principle of
popular sovereignty with regard to slavery,. The "Ba.rnburners,"
or antislavery D·emocrats who were eventually led by Martin·
Van Buren~. sent a separate delegation to Baltimore
determined to stick by their antislavery principles
regardless of party unity;. When the convention opened·,
the credentials committee decided to rec·ognize bothe
delegations from New York and divi_ded that state's votes·
equally,. The "Barnburners" bolted the party and the
remaining "Hunker" Democrats nominated Lewis Cass of
Michigan for President.?
The result of both national c·onventions seemed to
justify the need for a new party~

Both the Whig and the

Democratic parties had ignored the issue of slavery and
both had nominated candidates who would hold support in
the South,

Apparently·,, neither convention· had considered

the antislavery element significant,; and the two major
parties helped set the stage for the formation of a new
antislavery party.
Politics was the· order of the day in Ohio during
the summer of 1848,:

On June 21,. the Ohio State Liberty

Convention met in·C-olumbus.

The delegates adopted
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re~olutions approving a national antislavery convention
to meet in Buffalo on August 9,- but announced that they
would support no man who would not adopt antislavery
principles~~

Chase directed the activities of the

Cbl1l!Dlqus Free Territory Convention which also adopted
strong antislavery resolutions and recommended the
holding of a Free Soil Convention in Buffalo. 10 Although
Ohio was the first to act,. other states soon followed.
In addition,-another event took place in the Democratic
Party that greatly in~luenced the Liberty leaders,
Ever since the "Barnburners" had bolted the
Democratic Party at Baltimore~ they had been planning
their own convention..

They met on June 22 at Utica,

New York,.with delegates attending from five other states
including f-!assachusetts and Ohio~

The delegates indicated

their preference to nominate Martin Van Buren for
President although there were indications that he would
not accept the honor;.'

However';: once the delegates were

, 9The Philanthropist,. June 28, 1848.
lOit is virtually impossible to ascertain when the
term "Free Soll" was first used. Its concept originated
around the time of the Missouri Compromise 1n 1820 which
involved the question of keeping the new territory north
of 36° 30° free from slavery. As the new party dropped
their demand in 1848 that slavery be abolished throughout
the nation·,.. and confined their activ1 ties to stopping the
spread of slavery into the new territories, they consequently adopted the new Free Soil.

c·onvinced that Martin Van Buren would accept the
nomination,. the convention-chose him by acclamation. 11
Van Buren's nomination·at Utica gave impetus to
the process of coalition with the new movement·;

~

Philanthronist warmly advocated a union of all antislavery men. 1 2

On··July 13·, the National ~ reported

that Hale would agree to withdraw,. but only on the
condition· that his Liberty Party supporters first approve. 1 3
It was reported that Hale would write a letter to
the convention in·which he would repudiate his candidacy.
The document would be put into the hands of Samuel Lewis,
or some other reliable person, who would then use the
letter as he thought pest.

If the Buffalo c·onvention

adopted a platform that Liberty men found satisfactory,
the letter would then·be used •. If not, the letter would
be withheld and the Liberty Party would proceed independently;_14
Although Chase was delighted with Hale's decision·
to decline the nomination,. Lewis was not.

Throughout the

llBil.ue ,. "A History of the Free Soil Party,"
cit.,. p. 85.·.

_£:Q.

12smi th,.. .£:Q;. ill•,. p .: 133 ~13Blue,. "A History of the Free Soil Party,." .2:E.•·
cit •. , p .. 94.
14sewell, . .£:Q~ ill•• P•· 99,
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summer months of June and July,, Lewis led the fight against
accepting Van,· Buren,

"I cannot confide the administration

to his hands, even though he should avow the free territory
doctrine of the Provisio,, 11 Lewis declared in Pillttsburgh. 1 5
It was apparently Van Buren •s poor record, of past acc·omplishments in behalf of antislavery causes that perturbed
the old veteran..

"Anti-slavery men cannot support Mr. ·v·~B,,"

Lewis wrote to The Philanthropist in June, "nor can his
friends expect us to go into the Buffalo Convention on
any platformtthat would allow us to nominate a man who
reiterates· his opposition to the abolition·of slavery in
the District of C'olumbia • 16
However,, by July,. Lewis was beginning to mellow.
In a letter to Hale,,. Lewis wrote:
Mr, Giddings,, r learn here·,, openly advocates
the nomination·. of Van Buren at Buffalo and
Mr. Chase,. ( to my surprise) seems to .have
taken--the same course, The general desire of'
mruiy friends of Liberty to obtain· even· the
smallest advantage over slavery is urging
them on·impulsively to a course that I cannot
approve •. Mr •. V.B •. may take proper ground, but
he has not yet and so far as the record goes,.
seems to entertain the same opinions as before, •
• •. Under all circumstances I cannot advise you
to decline now,17
l 5 ~ Philanthropist,. July

5, 1848.

16Ibidl, July 12, 1848.

17samuel Lewis to John P •. Hale, July 10, 1848,
(MSS: New Hampshire Historical
Society, Concord, New Hampshire).

John P ~ Hale Papers·
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Also,, Lewis refused to present Hale• s letter of
resignation to the convention and declined to be an
advisor even, to its presentation·.
By the end of July,.Lewis realized that he was
fighting a losing battle'~: His own son informed him that
"there is a state of affairs· here,

[n

CincinnatD that

if Van Buren will give any ground of support,. the Liberty
men will support him. 11 1 8

Evidently recognizing the-need

for unified action~ Lewis gradually acquiesced in· the
nomin~tion as most Liberty leaders supported Van Buren~
NearJ,y two weeks before the Convention at Buffalo was
scheduled to meet,. Lewis again wrote· Hale:
Letters and papers·received wmthin·a day or
two: c·onfirm all my former estimates of the
strength of' the free soil movement·; I am
equally at odds•to know what's best for
Liberty men to do • • • • You have seen my
letters in the Herald I suppose. I cannot
change my view yet.19
Lewis was holding back,. waiting to see what position
Van Burewwould take with regard to slavery.
As August 9 approached,. it was obvious that four
diverse elements would be represented at Buffalo:·

the

18w.G. Lewis to Samuel Lewis,. July 14,. 1848
(Eewis MSS) •.
1 9samuel Lewis to .rohn P. Hale,. July 29,. 1848
(Hale MSS') •·
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Liberty men who supported Hale';; the New York Barnburners
who supported Van Buren,.the "Conscience" Whigs,. and the
Free Soil' Democrats~:

Of all the candidates mentioned

for nomination;. Hale was the most popular, especially with
the Liberty men. 20 Abolitionist newspapers in the West
supported him,. and even Barnburner presses mentioned Hale
fl!lr the Vice-Presidential nomination. 21 However, when
the convention· assembled, it was obvious that the
Barnburners were unwilling to accept anyone other than
Van Buren for the top position,. and the convention·
acquiesced.
The reasons for the Barnburners influence was
obvious~

Even though most of the factions favored Hale

for the nomination,, they also realized ·that unity was a
prerequisite for any hope of success·.-

The delegates

realized that the Barnburners must be placated to achieve
that unity,;..so agreed to accept Van Buren.
The meeting was composed of delegates from most
of the Pree states and a sprinkling of delegates from
Maryland and Virginia.

1848.

Charles F •. Adams of Massachusetts

20smith,, .212.•· ill•,. p •. 138.
2lwestern Reserve Chronicle @:arren'.. Ohij) August 9,
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was chosen president of the convention and Chase was
appointed to the resolutions committee.

On the second

day of the proceedings,, a meeting of conferees was held
for the purpose of agreeing upon candidates to be presented to the convention •. Chase was chairman of the
meeting and proved instrumental in convincing the delegates
to accept Van·Buren.

During the course of the meeting,

Benjamin Butler of New York read a letter from Van Buren •.
In it •. Van Buren re-affirmed his sympathy for the antislavery advocates and wished them continued success. 22
As a .result,. the tone of his letter conquered prejudices
and reconciled many who would not have voted for him
r

prior to this time,'
When the vote was taken, Van Buren received two
hundred forty-four votes as opposed to one hundred eightyone for Hale,

After the result was announced,. Joshua

Leavitt of Massachusetts made a stirring speech in which·
he moved that the nomination of Van Buren be made
unanimous.:

Lewis·,.. in a surprise move,. seconded Leavitt•s

motion in an appeal to Hale• s supporters,. and the motion·
was adopted by acclamation.23

1848.

Apparently,. Chase,. Leavitt,

22~ Pennsylvania Freeman ~iladelphi!) August 7,
23western Christian Advocate,. August 23 ,. 1848.

8.3

and Henry Stanton,,. mindfuI of their pledge to the
Barnburners,,. persuadeq Lewis of the need for unity
among the abolitionists •. Taking their lead from Leavitt,
Stanton,,. Chase,.. and Lewis,., most Liberty men approved of
the Buffalo nominations. 24
The Vice-Presidential nomination proved a surprise.
Since Van Buren was an ~astern Democrat, many assumed
that the Vice-Presidential nominatiorr·would go to a
western Whig.

The general understanding was that Ohio,

the chief western·· state,,, would have a major voice in
deciding the nomination; ... and the convention would
acquiesce..

However,,. when the time for the nomination--

arrived~ the Ohio delegation moved that Charles F. Adams
of Massachusetts be nominated by acclamation·.

The

motiorr·was quickly adopted~,and soon afterward the
convention adjourned•;?5
The results of the Buffalo Convention proved quite
significant •.

Not only did this meeting spell the end of

the Liberty Party,.. but it also should be considered as
the climax,- of a long struggle by several Ohio leaders to·
24sewell,,-~. ill•, p •. 102; Proceedings of the
National Liberty Convention, Held at Buffalo, !ifil:! York,
June 14 and 15.,, 1848 n.p.
25Blue, "A History of the Free Soil Party," ~.£ti.,, p •. 105; Western Christian Advocate,. August 2.3,, 1848.
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broaden the abolitionist movement •.

Although the Buffalo

meeting was not a complete victory for men such as Chase·,.
it marked the end of' old-fashioned political abolitionism.
Obviously,,. Lewis•· Chase,- and others had the foresight
which eventually led to an organized,. unified political
party composed of alI antislavery advocates. 2 6
Soon·after the convention-adjourned,. Lewis began
speaking on-behalf' of' the Buffalo nominations.

Although

there may have been-portions of the new party platform
with which he did not agree,. he spent much time and labor
in· its: behalf' ►

His main cri ticismwwas that the new

organization lacked vigor in pursuing the question- of'
slavery •. for the Buffalo meeting had concentrated its efforts· on trying to stop the spread of slavery into the
new territories recently acquired in· the Mexican War. 2 7
On August 25,, a. meeting was held in Cincinnati to
ratify the nominations previously made at Buffalo •. Lewis
attended the meeting and spoke for over an hour on the
need for unified action.

He described the Buffalo meeting

and discussed the harmony he found there among the delegates.
--~
26Joseph G•. Rayback,"The Liberty Leade;s of' Ohio:· .
Exponents of' Antislavery Coalition," The Ohio Archeological
fil!9: Historical Quarterly, LVII (1848),. p •. 172.
2 7Lewis,, ~• cit., p. 380 •.
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In stating his reasons for backing Van Buren, he said,
"It was not that I loved Hale less, but I dropped him
because I loved the country more. 1128

Evidently, Lewis

realized Van Buren•s greater potential as a vote-getter;
The Cincinnati Daily Enquirer termed the meeting a
"small affair" and accused the Free Soilers of trying to
throw the election into the House of Representatives if
Van Buren was not elected. 29
In September,. Lewis was nominated for Congress by
the abolitionists of Hamilton Cbunty, and although the
nomination· was contrary to :Flis own wishes,. he consented
to be .. a candidate;.:

'
Even with the
campaign being a nominal

one, ... some abolitionist leaders expressed fear with regard
to L·ewis •' nomination.

Several leaders feared that the

nomination of a Liberty man in Hamilton Cbunty would
diminish the votes of the Free Soilers, but their fears
proved groundless,. for the votes for Lewis outnumbered
Van· Buren's that ra11..3°
28~ Philanthropist,. August 30,. 1848 •.
29cincinnati Daily Enquirer, August 26, 1848.
30Lewis,. ·op. ill•, p. 380~-
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Although the Congressional campaign·was relatively
short,, it proved to be a bitter one.

Within a week of

the election, the Daily Enquirer published an editorial
accusing the Free Soilers of trying to draw Democrats
away from their party.
with them

"The Whigs pretend to go along

abolitionists ,"the-editorial stated, "but

always vote their own ticket on election day."

It

continued by accusing Lewis of voting a straight Whig
ticket in- 1843.31

Although Lewis emphatically denied

the charge •. his denial did not appear until after the
election.

As a result. it is virtually impossible to

gauge the effect that the editorial had on the candidate's
campaign.. However, . when the votes were counted, Lewis
was soundly defeated.

The final tabulation of the votes

stood as follows:·,
Disney
Strait
Lewis
Wade

T,921
5,809
1,962

344 32

With the campaign completed,. Lewis could focus his attention on Van Buren's campaign,. also enmeshed in troubles.
31cincinnati Daily Enquirer,. October 3, 1848.
32The Philanthropist,. October 18, 1848.
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Soon·after the national campaign got underway,.
the Free Soilers realized that the Democrats and Whigs
were attempting to present themselves as antislavery
advocates and having some success.'. Therefore, the Free
Soilers labored constantly throughout the campaign to
convince the voters that the two major parties were
c-ontrolled and dominated by Southerners.

c·onc·erning the

major issues of the contest,.the Free Soilers again found
themselves running into difficulties •.
The Free Soilers were the only party to openly
endorse the Wilmot Proviso •. Van Buren had made it clear
in his acceptance speech •. and the platform stated that
it was not only the right but also the duty of Congress
to stop the spread of slavery.

Cass was·an outspoken

foe of the Proviso and wanted to let the inhabitants of
the territories decide for themselves.

Taylor and the

Whig platform said nothing on the issue because Taylor
was a slave owner.3.3
On-the issue of internal improvements,. the Free
Soilers hoped to capitalize on·the situation.

The

Democratic platformcopposed federal improvements,. so the
Free Soilers called for national' aid for river and harbor
33Blue,, "A History of the Free Soil Party,.''
134 •·

C·i t • ,, p •

.Q£•·
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improvements •. thus appealing to the economic needs of
the West.

Many Democr_gts,. already interested in anti-

slavery problems and alienated by President Polk,. found
the issue of internal improvements the deciding factor
in turning toward the Free Soil Party.34

However, on

the issue of the tariff,. the Free Soilers attempted to
straddle the issue,, since they found themselves appealing
to Democrats and Whigs who held opposite views on· the
issue.
When '!;he votes were counted,. the results surprised
few people.

Once again,. the nation preferred a military

hero with few opinions as opposed to an established
politician.

The final results were:

Taylor
Cass
Van Buren

1,360,099
1,220,544 35
291,263

Van Buren had outpolled Cass in-New York, Vermont,.and
Massachusetts and had prevented a Whig victory in several
other states.. Van Buren' s poor showing was obviously
disappointing to many who had supported him.

He had

received but 10np:~lt':ccent of the total votes cast in- the
country at large and had failed to arouse the expected
34 Ibid • , p •. 14 7 •

35smith, .

.Q:Q•

cit., p. 154,
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widespread interest irr, the North.

Some Free Soilers

blamed Van Buren personally for the poor showing and
said Hale would have secured a firmer hold on· the moral
sentiment across the nation.

Nevertheless,. there had

beerr a five-fold increase in the antislavery vote since
1844-. and most Free Sollers were far frome.discouraged .36
In Ohio. Cass profited directly from the third
party aC'tiv1 ty ,. for in that state the Whig:(revo:tt was
much greatrer than the Democratic defection.

As a

consequence,. Cass received the highest Democratic vote
on-record. and the Whig vote was less than in 1844-.37
The results were:
Taylor
Cass
Van Buren

138,360
154,775
35,354- 3 8

Van Buren's candidacy obviously hurt the Free Soilers
in Ohio.- especially in the Western Reserve, because the
prejudices were so strong against him,
As 184-8 came to a close,. the abolitionists could
still look back on· their accomplishments with pride.

ill•,

36Blue •· "A History of the Free Soil Party," .Ql2•

p. 162.

37sm1th,o.Q]2_. cit., p. 155.

3 8 rb1d., p •. 154-.
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The antislavery vote had increased 500 per cent since
1844 ►

In addition,. the abolitionists had been able to

broaden their base of support by including many dissidents
from,:j;he Whig and Democratic Parties •. As a result, 1848"
marked the end of the Liberty Party whose chief merit was·
the fact that it helped prepare the way for a popular
antislavery party that eventually became victori·ous;39
Samuel Lewis had played a dominant role in-the
historic events of 1848.

Although hesitant in the

beginning,. Lewis had the foresight to apprec·iate the need
for unified action"and was not a man to let his personal
prejudices interfere with the desires of the Liberty men.
With the campaigns _at an·end,.. Lewis went hbme to rest
believing he had fought his last campaign for the cause
of liberty.

However,- as - events were soon·- to prove, hfus

greatest contributions lay in· the future.

39Plunkett,.--.QE ►

ill••· p,. 95,

CHAPTER VI
HIS ST.AR SHINES THE BRIGHTEST
Lewis returned home soon. after the close of the
crampaign of 1848 ,. weary and irr poor heal th.

He spent

the winter and most of the next spring regaining his
strength and attending to his private business,

He

frequently preached at the local Methodist Episcopal
Ch=ches and often spoke on his favorite themes of
temperance and antislavery. 1
As Lewis sought· to regain his health,, the Free
Soil Party in· Ohio was experiencing grave difficulties,
Van Buren's poor showing irr 1848 had disillusioned many
abolitionists~.and it appeared the Free Soil organization
was doomed,. as many supporters indicated their willingness
to re-unite with the traditional parties.

Chase,. how-

ever,, f.bresaw much good in this possibility and c·ontinued
to call for a coalitiorr·with the Democratic Party,
working toward this goal throughout 1849.

Although Lewis

was not directly involved in· the proceedings~ he constantly
cautioned Chase,.

"Our only hope of producing influence
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in the other parties •. " Lewis wrote in 1849 •. "is in
avoiding all coalitions with both •. openly maintaining
our own principles ,." 2
That same year the Ohio Legislature faced the
task of electing a Senator to represent the state, and
Lewis saw the political action- as support for his
arguments opposing Chase's coalition plan •. The
legislature was so constructed that the Free Soilers
controlled the balance of power,. and the abolitionists
saw a chanc·e. of electing one of their own members.

The

problem was complicated by the fact that many wanted
Chase for the Senate seat,. while others prefer:ved
Joshua Giddings.

Since it appeared that the th±rd party

~ould not agree among themselves, both Whigs and Democrats
negotiated with them.
As:·

the controversy raged in the legislature• Lewis

became increasingly concerned.

In a private letter to

Giddings ... Lewis registered his anguish:
I do not see how I am to act with either
of the major parties ,, and yet I fear
that our own ranks are thrown into such
c·onfusion· by our legislative action that
Free Soilers ,,. losing confidence in- each
other,. will incline to relaps lsicl into
their old party associations an'a !'repeat,
2 samuel Lewis to Salmon P. Chase •. February 26 ,.
]849 (Chase MSS) ~'.
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what shall we·do? And how with view of all
the circumstances are we to act toward the
other parties and toward the two divisions
of our own party?3
Although Chase was finally chosen,. the chief casualty in
the long struggle was the Free Soil organization its elf,..
for the controversy sp:ti t the aboli tionistse.and further
weakened the party.4
Lewis was especially gratified by the election of
Chase.

Although many of hisffriends had asked Lewis to

allow his name to be used,. he positively refused and
supported Chase for the office.5

Lewis wrote after the

election:,
No man knows Chase better than I. In every
instance he has· been firm,. and because I
believe him to be the very best man to accomplish the ends·of the Free Soilers, I would
have voted for him in preference to any other
man .. ~6
Little did Lewis realize that within· two years Chase
would work against him in·his gubernatorial campaign·of
1851.
3samuel Lewis to Joshua Giddings,. March 20 ,. 1849,
Giddings-Julian Papers (MSS: Library of Congress,.
Washington,. D~.c~:). .
4Blue ,. "A History of the Free So~ Party," .2£•·
Cit., p. 191; Toledo Weekly Republican ~i€J November 15 ,.
1849.
5Lewis,. ~~ cit., p •. 381.
6western Citizen §.1cag~ August 28, 1849~
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Throughout the fall of 1849,. Lewis devoted much
time to organizing the Christian Antislavery Convention,
planned for the following spring.

On November 20 ,. 1849,

a public announcement appeared in the Western Citizen
inviting Christian abolitionists to meet in Cincinnati
on· April 20 ,. 18',0 •

Of the fourteen people who signed

the call,. eleven were ministers representing all denominations,. and Lewis''name appeared on·the call along
with that of his son•s.7

Great preparation went into

this meeting, and it proved one of the most successful
ever held,
The convention assembled on April 17 in the Vine
Street Congregational Church in Cincinnati,

Lewis

opened the meeting with prayer and served as its temporary chairman.

Steven C,. Stephens of Indiana was chosen

president of the convention, and Lewis w~s appointed to
the resolutions committee,. Although most of the
proceedings were well attended and harmonious,,· there was
some dissension over the resolutions •.

On the second day

of the meeting,. the business committee reported a series
of resolutions,,,_most of which were accepted with but
little discussion,. but the first one·, which stated that
7Ibid,, February 5,. 1850,
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"slavery directly contravenes the law of God and the
Gospel·of Jesus Christ and ought to be abolished,"
brought about a heated discussion. 8

Although this was

the most controversial resolution submitted by the
committee~. Lewis did not enter into the debate and the
resolution" was finally adopted~\

The c·onvention also

agreed that peaceful means were theoonly legitimate ones
for promoting antislavery principles and urged that
friends of pure Christianity should separate themselves
from all slavehoilding churches.9

After speeches by

Lewis and others,.. the convention adjourned.

Lewis then

traveled to Columbus to attend the·Free Soil State
Convention.
The Free Sollers opened their meeting on May 2,.
1850 ,, with the hope of at least holding their organization
together.

For all practical purposes,. the Free Soil

organization in Ohio had ceased to exist,.. and 1850 seemed
to mark the re-emergence of· the original Liberty Party
of 1840-47.lO

Once again, Liberty leaders assumed the

leadership and consequently,, the-Free Soilers remained

~

8Proceedings .2f. the Christian Antislavery Convention,
in Cincinnati,. April 11 >through 20,. 1850, p. 20-~
9Ibid. •· p. 21.

lOsmi th, .. .!ill.• Cit., p •. 187.

in a weakened position-.~ Also;, with the compromise
sentiment widespread', the party experienced a further
loss of members and the attempted convention proved a
fiasco;,

The meeting was thinly attended and many southern

Ohio counties were• not represented,

Delegates showed

strong inclination-- to nominate Lewis for Governor, but
the old warrior declined~-

On-his refusal,, Daniel R'.

Tilden of Summit County was nominated, 11

Following a

few seconding speeches the convention- adjourned. The events of the next few weeks moved rapidly

'

and in July,., Tilden declined to run,. an event which
placed th~ Free Soilers in an embarrassing position~.
Therefore,;. a convention was called for August 22, to
meet in Cleveland, for the purpose of filling the
vacancy,)2

The. few persons. present at the Cleveland

meeting represented the extreme radical element of the
Western--Reserve and nominated the Reverend E~· Smith,. an
old-time Liberty man.13
The results• of the campaign-that ensued were by
no means encouraging,.

The Free Soil organization appeared

llibid •• , p •. 183 ;.
12 chardon Free Democrat €'hi~ July 9,- 1850,
13smi th,.. . .!m.•

ill•,.

p •. 183.
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dead,, and Lewis worried as to the future of the abolitionist
movement.

During the next few months,, family problems

limited his involvement in·Free Soil activities,. and the
first weeks of 1851 found Lewis at home;· temporarily withdrawing fromna;r-iy political activity. 14-

The only endeavor

that Lewis actively participated in tias: the calling of the
Christian Antislavery Convention· to meet in Chicago that
coming July •.

Although the old veteran was unable to attend,

his name appeared on· the call,. along with Lewis Tappan,
John Fee,.and several others.15
The year 1851 marked the rise of a new element into
the antislavery controversy,. for the Compromise of 1850
became a major issue irr the country, especially that
provision larown· as the Fugitive Slave Law..

In Ohio,. the

Fugitive Slave Law encountered much hostility, primarily·
in the Western Reserve. 16 ; Hoping to capitalize on-the
anti-compromise sentiment in· the state, the Free Soilers
prepared for an active campaign..

As usual, the Western

Reserve took the lead.
14-Lewis, Slli.·; ill•·•· p •. .385.
15western Citizen, March 18 ,. 1851.·
16Holman Hamilton·,.. :erologue To Cbnflict (Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press,-1964),.. p •. 169~
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On· June 25 ,, a Western Reserve Convention-was held
at Ravenna •.

Over two thousand attended and listened to

speeches by Daniel Tilden, Salmon Chase,. Joshua Giddings
and others•~;I.7

Lewis was in attendance and spoke for more

than two hours!'

The major ach:i.evement of the convention

was setting the stage for a state convention to meet
later that summer.

The Ravenna meeting appointed a com-

mittee,. which included Lewis, to call a state convention
for the purpose of formulating a state ticket.18

It also

suggested calling a national convention to meet that fall
in- Cleveland.
On

August 21, the State Convention assembled in

Columbus confident of success.·. for i tswas the first time
since 1848 that the antislavery forces were unified.

A

full state ticket was nominated,, headed by Samuel Lewis
for Go~ernor.

When the chairman of the nominating com-

mittee read Lewis'' name,. pandemonium broke loose among
the delegates ~.19

Amid the thunderous applause,. Lewis

stepped onto the platform and attempted to decline the
1 7The Aurora,. July 2.3, 1851.
18~ Painesville Telegraph §1€) .July 2, 1851.
19c1eveland Daily True Democrat, August 25, 1851.
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nomination~told them.

"l:. have given all I have to the cause,." he

"This body of mine is shattered, my home has

been made desolate and I am full of sorrow; I ought not
I

accept this appoin~ment •."

I
I

"Hold,.. hold sir ,II exclaimed J. Root.

prestige of your name.

"We want the

It is a tower of strength.

The

boys who listened to you when you were traveling around
the state speaking for education are men~now and want to
v.ote for you
candidate."

• finish not your sentence,. be a
Lewis looked at the delegates and answered,.

"You must have it your own way. 112 0

Resolutions were

passed against the Fugitive Slave Law,.' and the meeting
adjourned •. 21
Lewis' selection as the candidate for Governor
was warmly received throughout the state •. The Aurora
termed himman "excellent choice ,_1122

Even the Boston·

Commonwealth declared that "Lewis is an excellent man
who i~ lmown· throughout the c·ountry for his long course
of devoted services to freedom· •. 1123
20Jl&!i.

In Ashtabula, the

21~ Pennsylvania Freeman,. August 28·;· 1851.

22~ Aurora,, August 27·;·. 1851 •.
23cleveland Daily True Democrat,- September 9, 1851,.
citing Boston Cornm:onwealth.
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Sentinel praised Lewis for his devotion and claimed he
would prove a "tower of strength" in-the approaching
campaign.24

However·,,, before the campaign could get

underway, Senator Chase issued an,announcement that
shook the very foundations of the Free Soil Party.
Soon after the close bf the State Free Soil
Convention,,- Chas~ announced his intention of bolting
the Free Boilers and supporting the Democratic candidate
for Governor,, Rueben-Wood.25

Chase had worked dilligently

for more than two years trying to secure a working
coalition-with the Democratic Party and now believed
that the Democrats-were ready to accept antislavery
principles.

In addition-,, there was another important

reason- fqr Chase's"action.
In 1850,'. soon after the election- of Chase to the
Senate,- another vacancy occurred,_ and seeing the possibility of getting another abolitionist elected to the
Senate,.. · Chase held out the prospect of getting Joshua
Giddings elected if he would cooperate more c·losely with
the Democrats-~'

However, Giddings seemed unwilling to

change his political alliance;, so a coalition was out of
24Ashtabula Sentinel @'hi€} August JO·; 1851.
25Albert B •. Hart,. Salmon P •- Chase
Mifflin Company,. 1899 )-,. p·;: 1.31 •.. -

(Boston:

Houghton
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the question •.2 6

Benjamin F. Wade was eventually elected,.

which proved a major setback for Chas_e. 2 7
Chase's defection lay heavily on·· the minds of the
delegates as they assembled for the National Free Soil
Convention~- September 24,. in·Cleveland.

Eleven·states

were represented and prominent speakers included Cassius
Clay from Kentucky, .. George W•. Julian from Indiana, Lewis·
Tappan•from New York,.and Samuel Lewis from Ohio.
Chase found it in his heart to a ttend';•.2 8

Even

Al though most

of the northern· states were represented,, the c·onvention
was clearly dominated by the midwesterners.
Lewis opened the convention and served as·its
temporary chairman.•.

"There is more antislavery feeling

tharr. at any other time, but we are wanting unity of
action-,." Lewis told the delegates... "Our purpose in
coming here is to get that uniform action. 11 29

After the

officer&, of the convention were announced, Lewis was
named chairman of the resolutions committee.

On

the

2 6Blue,. "The Ohio Free Boilers and Problems of
Factionalism," .212.• ei t. ,. p •. 26.
27For further discussion of Wade's election to
the U.S. Senate, see H.L. Trefousse, Ben.jamin Franklin
~ : : Radical Republican From .Q.!1i.Q (New York: Twayne
Publishers,.196J); and HlL. Trefousse, The Radical
Republicans (New York:· Alfred Knopf. 1969).
28
Austin·Willey,.Antislavery History: State and
Nation· (Portland:. Bro~m and Thruston, 1886) ,. p •. J81 •.
2 9Painesville Telegraph, October 1,. 1851.
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second day of the convention,. Lewis reported resolutions
that called for reduction in the size of the army and
navy·,,_ river and harbor improvements,. and free public· land
in the Wes,t.

Also·,. a strong resolution was _adopted

declaring that tlie federal government should act to prevent
any further extension of slavery.JO

An interesting side~

light during the convention was an exchange between Lewis
and Chase on the sub1jec t of Chase's defection to the
Democratic Party~"
In·

~

speech, before the convention,. Lewis declared

that "two years ago I would as soon·believed that the
brightest star of the hosts of heaven would shoot from
its sphere,,as that gentleman

Chase

would have given
his adherence to the Democratic Party, 11 3 1 At the eonclusion
of his speech, loud calls of "Chase ,CChase ,. Chase,"
brought the Senator to his feet.

Though he differed,

temporarily he hoped,, from those whom he had acted with
for so·long, he begged none of them to believe him
"capable of faltering in his support for a cause

in

which the best years of his life had been devoted. 11 32
JOc1eveland Plain Dealer,, September 26,. 1851;
Western· Citizen,. Oc:tober 7 ,.. 1851.
31.QhiQ Times §"t. Verne€) October 7, 1851.
3 2smith, .QI?.~-.£il., p. 242; National~.- October 2,
1851.
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However •.. his argument obviously was not convincing, as
his reception was not a cordial one.33

After closing·

speeches• the c·onvention· adjourned and Lewis prepared
for a vigorous campaign.
With only a little more than·a month to go before
election day •. Lewis began his campaign in earnest on the
Western Reserve •.

Without returning home, the old veteran

began a speaking tour in Akron in ~rhich he was received
by a large and enthusiastic crowd,34

Since time was

short~ Lewis struck at the heart of the issues.

"The

Whig and Democratic Parties are incurably diseased,"
declared Lewis, "and no good can·be wrought by the continuence of antislavery men with either. 11 35

He

reiterated his theme wherever he went until the close
of the campaign irr October.

On·several occasions it

appeared that Lewis'' speaking engagements would have to
be curtailed as a result of poor health and during a
speech in- Nount Vernon,. the local press observed:
He ~ewi~ looked pale and feeble when he
took:· the floor,, and none thought he could
33c1eveland Daily ~ Democrat,.. September 10; 1.651,.
34Painesville Telegraph~ .. September 10, 1851.
35~:i!ona.ili,,_~r.a,;1. September 11, 1851.
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hold out any longer than·a few minutes. As
he·began, new life seemed to fill him. He
speaks as he feels. He will be engaged in
speaking until election·day comes,. in•his
devotion· to•· duty .36
The statement proved to be· accurate·;!

He dil:d not miss·

one engagement on-account_ of poor health.

Wherever

Lewis traveled,.. high tribute was paid to the man.

"We

have·- listened to Mr·. Vinton··and Mr.· Wood,-" declared the
Ashtabula Sentinel,. "and neither can compete with him
Lewis

as:a speaker.1137

When the gubernatorial candidate

spoke in· Mechanic•sburg·, the local seminary dismissed
classes. out of respect for Lewis and heard him deliver
one of his bes,t speeches on· the evils of slavery .38
However, when- the votes were counted, all the platitudes
afforded Lewis had not elec·ted him Governor.

The results

were as:followsr
Wood
Vinton·
Lewis

Democrat
Whig
Free Soil

145,606
119,538
16,,911 39

Although the vote was small,. it was still an improvement
3 6.QhiQ. Times •. September 30,. 1851.
37Ashtabula Sentinel,. October 4, 1851 •.
3 8 ohio Times·,- September 30, 1851 •.
39smi th, .. .QE.•'- ill•,. p •. 241 •.
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over previous years •. and the Free Sollers found some
_ .,

·-.·

cause for rejoic·ing·~~

In addition,. Lewis would have

undoubtedly received a larger vote if Chase would have
stood by his party.40
The next few months ·proved busy ones for Lewis•::
On·his return home from the campaign; the illness of
his daughter necessitated a trip to the East, which
c:onsumed several weeks.

Home again in· February,. 1852,

he found himself involved in· two important projects:
the- calling of a National Free Democratic· c·onvention·
for that coming summer.-and the Cincinnati Antislavery
Convention scheduled to meet in·April.
The Cleveland Convention that previous September
had charged Lewis with the duty of issuing a call for
a national convention· to meet in 1852 for the purpose
of nominating candidates for President and Vice-President.
Before Lewis left for the East, he had written George W.
Julian· of Indiana c·oncerning suggestions as to the site
and date for the convention.41

It was Lewis•· intention

to c·orrespond with Free Soil leaders throughout the

4 OlJ&s!,, •.
41samuel' Lewis to George W•. Julian, .. November·,. 1851
(Giddings-Julian MSS) •.
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nat:ll.on,- but his absence from the state temporarily altered
his plans.
When-Lewis returned in·February,. leaders throughout
the region were already pressing for the publication of a
call and as -a result,,- Lewis published a letter of apology,
and assured antislavery advocates that a call would be
issued as soon as his correspondence was in order,42

As

Lewis was convinced of the necessity of enlarging the
movement,, the wording of the call acquired a special
significance. · It would have· to be tempered to appeal to
a large body of people,._ and refrain from alienating any
fac:tion •.

Unity was the key to success,. and by summer,

Lewis seemed pessimistic as to the succ·ess of the movement.
"I venture to suggest whether all the antislavery element
eannot unite- this fall,," Lewis complained to Gerrit Smith
in May.,. 1852 •.4 3

Ooviously ,- Lewis appeared to be waiting

for more fruitful developments·.
However,,_ party members soon- began pursuing Lewis
to issue the call..

Even Lewis Tappan wrote complaining

that,. "A'very great mistake has been-made in delaying the
42Herald of Freedom ~ilmington, Ohii\ April 9 ,. 1852.
43samue1 Lewis to Gerri t Sini th,.- May 27, 1852, Gerri t
Smith Papers (Mss:: Syracuse University,. Syracuse,. New
York) •.
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call so_, long. 11 44

In July~. Lewis issued the call,

inviting the supporters of the Buffalo Platform of
1848 to meet in Pittsburgh on- August 11 to nominate
candidates for President and Vice-President of the
United States. 4 5 Although several Liberty leaders,. such
as Lewis Tappan •. denounced the convention·as a "renewal
of milk toast Free Soilism,. 11 they subsequently attended
the meeting.46

In-addition to organizing the Pittsburgh·

Convention~-Lewis also was active in- the Cincinnati
Christian Antislavery Convention.
After months of planning,. the Cincinnati Christian
Antislavery Convention was called to order on·April 28.
Several outstanding leaders, both lay and clergy, throughout the region attended.

Among the more significant

individuals were John·Fee~- John Rankin, Henry Bibb,. and
Lewis •.

Fee was chosen president of the convention and

resolutions were passed against the institution of
slavery and the role of thecchurch in.· supporting slavery.
A heated debate ensued owing to a resolution·presented by
44Lewis Tappan to Samuel Lewis, June 2J ,. 1852,
Lewis Tappan Papers· (MSS: Library of Congress, Washington,

D.C~.).

4 5Herald of Freedom,, July 9,. 1852.
46Bertram Wyatt-Brown,. Lewis Tappan and ~
Evangelical~ ~ainst Slavery {Cleveland: Case Western
Reserve Press·. 19 9) ,.. p •. JJl.
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Dr. W.H ... Brisbane. chairman of the resolutions committee:
That slaveholding is in its elf,. an act of
immeasurable wickedness,. and that all the
abominations connected with it, the American
Church and Clergy are pre-eminently responsible •.47
Wherr asked to speak on the resolution, Lewis demonstrated
his sensible approach to the question with characteristic·
skill.

"No church," said Lewis, "that in any way coun-

tenances slavery becomes responsible that far for the
heinous sins of that institution •. Let us make clear
distinc·tions and thus preserve ourselves from misconceptionr.

Christianity is one thing,. religion· another • • • • •

While I thus affirm my faith and reverence for Christianity,.
let me utter my eternal opposition· to·which is called
religion;.. but possesses no Christian1ty.n4 8

After speeches

by Fee and others,, the convention adjourned •.
Long before the Pittsburgh Convention·assembled,
the question· of candidates seemed to· occupy the mi-nds of
most antislavery advocates·.. By July,. it appeared that the
nomination of John P •. Hale for President was a foregone
conclusion·•.· He was undoubtedly the most popular of i;my
4 7Herald of Freedom,.. May 7 ... 1852.

48Ibid.
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candidate.,. as was indicated by the state c·onventions,
The Ohio Free Soil Convention declared itself in··favor
of a Hale-Lewis ticket in February,. and in· May,. !'Jaine
followed suit •.4 9

Throughout the summer, most states

indicated their preference for Hale as President,. with
Giddings and Lewis mentioned for the Vice-Presidential
posi tion •.50

In- Ohio, on· the Western Reserve,, the Warren·

Chroniele and the Ashtabula Sentinel came out strongly
in favor of Lewis,.:. c·laiming he would give "decided strength
to·· the ticket ,n51
During the furor of activity preceding the
convention at Pittsburgh,.. Lewis did not encourage the
use of his name',.. spending much of his time corresponding
with antislavery leaders. irr the Midwest on subjects other
than· the approaching convention.5 2

He often· expressed

his conviction that he was not acceptable as a candidate,
but did insist that the Vice-Presidential nomination should
be made fromtthe West to provide a regional balance to
the tic·ket •.53
49s ewell ,, . .2l?.•· cit., p. 145.
50Herald of Freedom, August 13, 1852,
51Ashtabula Sentinel, July 31,.1852.
52samuel Lewis to Zebina Eastman, July 28, 1852,
James Aldrich Papers (MSS:·. Library of Congress,.
Washington·,. D·.c •. ) •.
53Lewis •· .QJ2. .'.'

ill• ,.

p. 392.
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As scheduled,-the convention opened August 11,
The attendance was large and enthusiastic as the
opening gavel sounded.:

Lewis•· serving as temporary

chairman.,. opened the proceedings declaring that the
convention was "intended to include all the friends of
freedom under whatever name they shall be known. n54
When the officers were announced, .. Henry Wilson· of
Massachusetts was chosen president of the convention.
Following a full day of speeches and fanfare, the
convention settled down to nominating candidates~.

Hale

faced virtually no oppositron for the top spot orr the
ticket,.and was nominated on the first ballot~

The

balloting for the ~ice-Presidential nomination proved
more complex,.

On· the first b'allot,~·the results stood:55

George W•. Julian--104
Maine
New Hampshire
1~ Massachusetts·
Connecticut
Vermont
New York
New Jersey
Delaware

8

5
13
6

5

17
7
3

Samuel Lewis--83
Rhode Island 4
New York
10
Maryland
8
Pennsylvania 27
Wisconsin
1
Illinois
9
Ohio
28

54willey,• .QP.• ill•·•· p •. 395; Henry Wilson, The
Rise and Fall of Slave Power in· America (Boston:· James
Osgood andeompany,. 1875) ,. p,:"373,
55rndiana Tr~e Democrat [ndianapoli~ August 26 ,.
1852,.
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Michigan
Wisconsin
Indiana
Illinois
Kentucky

6
4
13
2
12

When the results were announced, Lewis rose and gave a
fifteen minute speech in·which he withdrew his name from
the nomination, irr one of the most powerful appeals heard
by the convention.56

On· this motion, Julian was chosen

by unanimous vote as the Vice-Presidential candidate,.
and the convention-adjourned.
The elimination of Lewis resulted from the enmity
of Chas.e who,- with the aid of Henry Wilson, was able to
block the nomination.57

It appears that a report was

distributed which stated that Hale would not serve as a
candidate with Lewis •.5 8 Al though there was no truth in
the rumor,. it appeared to be effective, even--though
Julian proved innocent of any connivance.59
There·was also a geographical reason for Lewis'
elimination.

Since Hale was a New Englander, political

56Painesville Telegraph,. August 18,. 1852.
57sewell,
58L ewis,.

.QP.•
.QP.•-

ill•. p. 147.
cit,, p. 4 01.

59Geo~ge W•- Julian, .. Political Recollections
(Chic·ago:· Jansen. McCargy,.1884) •. p •. 123.
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expediency demanded that the Vice-Presidential
candidate represent the Northwest and several delegates
were convinced that the selection of a Hoosier might
attract some votes from a relatively weak Free Soil state.6o
Although Lewis must have been disappointed by the
turn of events in Pittsburgh, he did his best not to show
his chagrin.

"You need not feel the least delicacy in

reference to any supposed disappointment of myself,"
Lewis wrote to Julian- soon- after the convention.
not have been better pleased than I am. 11 61

"I C'OUld

As proof of

his good faith, Lewis took to the stump soon after the
close of the Pittsburgh Convention.
As part of the Free Democratic strategy in keeping
the slavery issue,_,before the people, ratif-ication meetings
were held throughout the North following the close of the
Pittsburgh-Cbnvention.62

In Ohio,- the number of Free

Democratic meetings became too many to enumerate.

The

list of speakers om the stump contained nearly everyone
60patrick·W. Riddleberger, George Washington-Julian:
Radical Republican (Indianapolis:: Indiana Historical
--Society,- ±966) , p - .86·;:
61Grace Juiian Clarke, G~orge W~- Julian- (Indianapolis:
Indiana Historical Society,- 1923) ,- p .: 131; Samuel Lewis
to George W·.: Julian,- August 19 ,- 1852 ( Giddings-Julian MSS) •
62 The term Free Democrat came into widespread
use
during the campaign of 1852 to symbolize the support that
antislavery Democrats gave to the new movement.
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of importance.

Giddings,- El.ward Wade, Root~· and Lewis

were all at work.63
On- August 14';.. Lewis attended a great ratification
meeting in Cleveland, accompanied by Vaugbmand several
other Ohio leaders •.64

From there, the following month

the old veteran traveled to Ann Arbor, Michigan, where he
met with Giddings and spoke to a state convention.'.
c·ontinuing this grueling schedule, L·ewis journeyed to
Chicago· on September 3 ,. where he addressed a mass convention·
· for over three hours .65

That same week, Lewis,. Giddings,

Hale, .. and Julian attended the Wisconsin State Convention
which opened at Milwaukee orct September 7 •.

Every county

was represented and the delegates heard Lewis attack the
0

questioru of slavery and the power of the slave master;
He spoke of the disregard for families and discussed the
tYPi"cal proceedings at a slave auction.66

Special

significance was there paid to Wisc·onsin· since the Free
Sollers had made a good showing there in 18le8, and the
antislavery feeling was widespread.67
63smith,..

.QQ•-ill· ,- p." 251 •.

64 c1eveland_Daily ~ Democrat,. August 14~.1852.
65western_Citizen,. September 7, 1852.:
66rndiana ~ Democrat, September 23,- 1852.
9

6 7smith.-

.QQ• ill•.• p. 255.
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Returning to Ohio during the second week of
September., Lewis attempted to attend several county
ratification meetings •. but soon had to cancel several
of his speaking engagements as a result of deteriorating
heal th..

Time was of special significance to Lewis,

espeeially since many newspapers were attempting to
distort Hale''s views and the platform of the Free Democrats.6 8
However •. Lewis soon received word that his daughter was
near death•· so om September 22 ,. he canceled several
speaking appointments and returned home. 6 9

Most of his

time from September 22 until election day was consumed
with family duties., except for brief visits to Richmond,.
Indiana. where he spoke on'behalf of the party.70
The election-results that November proved interesting.
The Democratic· candidate~- Franklin· Pierce,. tool!: every
northwest s.tate.
Pierce
Sc:ott
Hale

In Ohio the results were:
Democrat
Whig
Free Democrat

169,.220
152,526
31,682 71

68~ X,Q!:)£ Daily Tribune, Aµgust 14,. 1852.
6 9Painesville Telegrauh~,. September 22, 1852.
70Indiana Free Democrat,,. October 7,.. 1852.
7lsmith; . .QP.~· cit •. , p •. 256~-
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On the Congressional level,,- the Free Democrats proved

more successful.,

Giddings and Etlward Wade were returned

to Congress and other candidates gained votes.
The year 1852 marked the apex of Lewis' long and
illustrious career.,

He not only had taken the lead in

directing the antislavery advocates into a broader based
party but also had been instrumental in steering the
Free Democrats through an important year~•

As the year

came to a close,, Lewis was convinced that his days of
campaigning were over.

Little did he realize that he

had one more campaign to fight--one that would eventually
cost him his life.,

CHAPTER VII
THE' LAST CAMPAIGN
Upon· the conclusion of the presidential campaign
of 1852 •. Lewis expressed to his· friends and family his·
desire to retire to private life..

11

r

did allow my name

to be used in- Ohio in. 1851,." Lewis wrote to Gerri t Smith
in 1852~- "but no such occasion will ever again occur •." 1
His health was much impaired owing to the incessant
campaigning and his farm, in-Cheviot near Cincinnati·,.
loomed as:a place where a tired campaigner might get
comfortable..

However,. events soon began unfolding which

were to deny him his much desired retirement •.2
The year 1852 had been an·active one for antislavery advocates~

So great was the impetus· given to

the antislavery cause by the national election- that without slac·kening the pace,.. antislavery activity carried
over into the following year •.. As a result, in- the last
'

year of its life,, the Ohio Free Democratic Party made
the best record in" its history .3

Even before the c1l!ose

lsamuel Lewis to Gerrit Smith,. December 3,- 1852,
( Stni th MSS) •.
2Lewis,, £12.';

ill•, p •. 405.

3smith, £12.•

ill•• p •. 261.
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of the proceeding campaign, Free Democratic papers
throughout the state were calling for Lewis' nomination
for governor in the coming election of 1853.4 Although
he continued to repeat his intention not to become a
candidate·~· it soon· became evident that the Ohio Free
Democrats would settle for no one else·~
The convention opened in Columbus on January 12,
1853 ,. and included nee.rly all antislavery factions.
Lewis,.although,weary and suffering from illness;
managed to· attend·.. Jacob Brinckerhoff was chosen
president of the convention and Rufus P. Spalding was
named chairman of the committee on resolutions.5
The onset of the convention found a serious
difference of opinion with regard to the platform,
Spalding,_ a s-omewhat recent convert to the Free Democracy,
reported from the committee on resolutions that the
pratform which had been adopted by the national convention
at Pittsburgh in 1852 should be modified by introducing
c-lauses favoring strict construction of the constitution,
free trade· and direct .taxation,

When Joseph Root and other

ex-Whigs raised objections, Spalding lost his temper and indulged
!;Painesville. TelegraPh:'i· November 24, 1852.
5smith,

.QE.•

ill•-•

P•- 267.
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in name calling until cries of "Question" finally cut
off the hassle.

Consequently,. the platform was adopted

as-reported and resolutions were passed commending
Gidding and Chase.6
The remainder of the session moved in a harmonious manner •. When·the committee on nominations reported,. Lewis' name headed the list as candidate for
governor,. and with the announcement,. the convention
rose and cheered •. Although Lewis attempted to decline
the nomination,: the convention would not allow him to
be heard and begged him to accept the honor';·

At last

he agreed, igniting a resurgency of wild cheering.7Lewis' nomination invoked praise throughout the
state..

"We regard Mr. Lewis as one of the great heroes

of the age," exclaimed the Herald of Freedom,. "and we
rejoice that such a maniis the nominee of the Free
Democracy.".8 "To vote for such a man," declared the
Mahoning~ Democrat, "is a pleasure which to us would
c·ounteract the bitterness of defeat. !19

Blue,.

Even the Cleveland

6c1eveland Daily True Democrat,. January 19, 1853;
cit., p •. 330.

.QE.•

?Mahoning ~ Democrat /roungstown, Ohio1
January 21,, 1853; National~. January 27,-185T.
8Herald of Freedom, January 21,. 1853.
9Mahoning ~ Democrat,. January 27,. 1853.
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Fores-t City,. a Whig paper,. declared that "no better
candidate can·be presented by any party. 11 10
Although Lewis was well aware that the campaign
was to be long and arduous and that he was a man in not
the best of heal th,,. his religious faith and his detestation, of slavery,.. saw him eagerly expending his energies
in-support of the Christian Antislavery Convention.

The

meeting, held in Cincinnati, beginning April 19,-1853,
was for the purpose of discussing the role of the
Christian Church as·· regards slavery.

Prominent leaders

included Lewis •. John Rankin,. Steven C •. Stephens,. George
W•. Julian,, and William Lloyd Garrison.

Since this was·

Garrison's first visit to Cincinnati,. extra care was
taken to insure a successful meeting. 11

Lewis was

chosen president of the convention and Garrison,. vicepresident. As the differences between Lewis and Garrison were
well known· before the convention opened,. Lewis opened
the proceedings on a conciliatory note.·

"Doubts were

raised whether I would be willing to attend the convention
lOc1eveland Forest City,, cited by Painesville
Telegraph. February 9,. 1853,
llibid,,- May 11, 1853,
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if Mr. Garrison was invited," declared Lewis.

"Now I

want it understood that my feelings were hurt by the
hint because I have always been in favor of free discussion·,.1112

The convention passed resolu:tions confirming

the belief that an end to slavery would not endanger the
economic system of the nation, and declared that
political parties allied to slaveholding interests should
be repudiated,13

Except for a brief exchange between

John Rankin- and Garrison·the proceedings were harmonious
and well attended,14

The success of the conveption·was

obvious to all in attendance'~'

Divergent views had been '

brought together and the majority of delegates had aired
their differences •.

In addition,. Lewis had gained the

respect of Garrison, .. which no doubt pleased the old
veteran since their views were diametrically opposed.
On·his returrr to the Fast,. Garrison declared that:
He [i.ewiJ is reputed to be the most effective
speaker fir the West, and possesses a natural
oratory which kindles and glows,·. as he proceeds,.
till every thing is melted by its intensity. He
has·a large-breadth of character JUd evinces a
genial and truly catholic spirit •. )
121l2!£.

r,;

13Herald of Freedom, April 29, 1853; The Liberator
l.:'.osto1i:J May 6,. 1853,
14Elyria Independent Democrat {Ehio] April 27, 1853,
15Herald .Qf Freedom,. !1ay 13, 1853.
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Garrisorrmay have never agreed with Lewis,. but it
appears·that he held him in high respect.
Soon after the close of the Christian Antislavery
Convention·,.. Lewis began an exhibitiorr of stump speaking
unsurpassed up to this time.

From April to October,. he

spolce nearly every day of the week, traversing over
fc.ifty c·ounties •· speaking in· places where the Free
Democracy was hardly known.16

Opening his campaign in

southern Ohio•:;.. the third party candidate stump~d Butler,
Montgomery~ and Clinton· County portraying the workings
of the Fugitive Slave Law.17

As the campaign attracted

so much interest, .. even Giddings· joined Lewis, adding
his name to the list of prominent speakers. 18
Throughout the campaign,.. Lewis hit hard at the
issues •.

Concentrating particularly on· the Fugitive

Slave Law. Lewis declared his belief that the Federal
Government lac·ked the power to,pass a law for the
reclamation- of slaves. 1 9

He also frequently spoke

against slavery in· the District of Columbia and the
16~ Columbian ~lumbu~ April 21,. 1853.
17Ibid. ,, April 14 •· 1853.
18Herald of Freedom,, April 15,, 1853.
1 9The Columbian,,. May 12 ,. 1853; The Marion Buckeye
Eagle @
Ohi<D October 6,, 1853.
-
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growing influence of slaveholders in the government·.
In small rural areas,. he sometimes· lashed out at
individuals who separated their religion· fromttheir
politics., declaring that it was a "deplorable error. 11 20
Lewis was well received wherever he spoke.

In

Hillsboro., even the Whig press described him as·"sincere." 2 1
In· Xenia,,. the Free Democrats were given· an enthusiastic
welcome,,. regardless of the fact that the area had been
a Whig stronghold •.22 However, .. not all newspaper coverage
was favorable.

While speaking in Portsmouth,. the local

Whig press accused him of "perverting history" by his
inflammatory remarks •. 23

In northern· Ohio,. Lewis attracted

the same type of criticism..

When speaking in Ashland,.

the local Whig press warned its readers to "Be aware of
Aboli ti'on documents •. as they will be made up of misrepresentations •. 1124

One local newspaper declared Lewis was a

man of "highest esteem,. but we loathe and detest his
principles, 11 25
20Herald of Freedom·. May 13 ,. 1853 •.
21
The Hi5hland_Weekly ~ §illsboro, Ohi~
!1ay 19 '" 1853 •·
22xenia Torch Li5ht
May 25 ,. 1853.

{:§his)

2 3DailY Scioto Gazette,. August 11, 1853.
24 0hio Union ~shlan<D june 22 , .. 1853.
2

5~ Eaton Democrat @hi~ June 2, 1853.
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Even though Lewis was engaged in his own vigorous

campaign," he never failed to remember his friends.

In

the summer,. he took time out from his schedule to make a
quick trip to aid in the campaign of George W. Julian,:
who had defeated him for the Vice-Presidential nomination·
at Pittsburgh that previous year.

In return, Julian

traveled to Ohio later on that year to assist Lewis. 2 6
During the summer a new issue was injected into
the campaign."

Temperance was beginning to take prominence

across the country as an important issue,. and in Ohio
all three gubernatorial candidates soon found themselves
answering questions with regard to their individual
positions on· the issue..

Of all the candidates for

governor,,, Lewis was the only one wi"th avowed temperance
princ·iples.

However,,. during the summer Allen,. the Whig

candidate for lieutenant governor, . made it lmown that he
favored the Maine Law. 2 7

The Holmes County Whig, which

by no means could be considered a radical paper,. asserted
Nelson Barrere, the Whig candidate for governor, had sent
to the Whig Central Committee a letter of resignation·· in
26c1arke ;..

.QJ2. •.

ill. ,. p •. 148; Smith, .QJ2.. ill. , p. 264.

27The issue involved whether temperance men should
influence .the public to abstain fromc>alcohol or pass
legislation-which would prohibit the manufacture of liquor.
Maine had set the example in 1851 by adopting compulsory
legislation· that prohibited the manufacture of alc·oholic·
beverages .•
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favor of Lewis,, but that it had been suppressed.
Whether or not the assertion was true, many Whigs soon
began-to support Lewis. 28
Most Free Democrats were delighted with the
emergence of the temperance issue..

The Columbian

proudly declared that Lewis had "always been a most
eloquent advocate of entire abstenence from all intoxicants and adds a eonsistent example to his words. 11 29
However,. many regions of the state were not impressed.
"Mr •. Lewis said nothing about the Maine Law • • • for
fear party unity would be disturbed," declared The
Geauga Renublic after Lewis' visit and went on to call
him a "bogus Maine Law man. n30

However cri ti·cism did

not deter the gubernatorial candidate and as his campaign·
progressed the attendance at Free Democratic rallies
grew larger;3 1
The only region where Lewis' advocacy of the
Maine Law proved detrimental was in Hamilton County,
which contained many voters with German ancestry.

As a

28 The Summit Beac·on @rroiil September 7, 1853;
Smith•· .QJ2.. ill• , p • 273.
2 9The Columbian, April 28,. 1853; The Ohio Star
1:;avenn~ September 7, 1853.
-- --

r,;

1853 •.

30~ Geaug~ Republic {£harden,. Ohii} September 6,

31 Independent Democrat ~orain,,. Ohi;J September 14,
1853;, Democratic Standard @iron, Ohi§J September 8,. 1853.
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result"" most leaders there were not overly optimistic,.
When writing his father,. Lewis' eldest son declared that
"there is sma11·ground for encouragement in,.Hamilton
County ,_113 2

However,. Lewis persisted and campaigned

until the week of theeelection.
Returning home just prior to the election,. Lewis
composed a letter which he sent to the Herald ,Qf.
Freedom.

Although it was-relatively short,. it embodied

the philosophy of a man who had dedicated his life to
the welfare of others~
Tomorrow is- the election •. Whatever may be
the result~- let us remember that our contest
is not for spoils,. but for human· liberty.
That we have made progress is certain, but
while no measure of success should satisfy
us less than complete victory; so no failure
should check our ardour or our energy.
For us now must be the work of circulating
a free press,. I have probably done my last
year's hard labor, and my name has been before·
you the last for your suffrages ~i<?J ,33
With this in mind, Lewis settled back to await the
election results.
The final tally revealed a new order of things·.
The Democrats· carried the state;. but their vote was
3 2w.G •. Lewis to Samuel Lewis, .. August 16 ,. 1853
(Lewis MSS,) •.
33Herald of Freedom,. October 21, .. 1853.
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seventy thousand less than·it had been·a year before.
The Wh_ig Party had fallen to eighty-five thousand, .. the
smallest vote it had received since the party had been
organized •. Lewis had succeeded in·gaining over fifty
thousand votes •. and the Free Democrats had raised their
vote on,minor officers to almost the exact Van Buren
vote of 1848 •.

The final results stood as follows:·

Medill
Barrere
Lewis

Democrat
Whig
Free Democrat

147~663
85,820
50,346 34

It was the best race they had ever made in·Ohio •. Lewis
carried six counties and had received eighteen per cent
of the total vote.
With the election· over,,. Lewis rested at home,.
never more to return to public life.

His once-strong

body had been-weakened beyond repair by the strenuous
campaigns ►

From his sick· bed, Lewis wrote to the

National~ in December. 1853., "You must sustain our
presses that are devoted to Freedom and Reform,." he
begged the readers,,. and encouraged his cohorts to "act
now while the others are idle·•.11 35
34smith,-

QQ.•

Although he would

£ii., p •. 275.

35National Era,. December 1,. 1853.
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have undoubtedly liked to have taken·· part in· antislavery
activities,. he never saw a good day of health after
Nov\'lmber.,. 185.3 ,. and was forced to refuse an invitation·
to the Illinois State Convention • .36

Most of his time

was spent bed-ridden or making business arrangements· in
view of death •..37
By spring,. 1854,. he realized that the end was
near.

"I am without strength to answer all the letters

inviting my cooperation in· behalf of human· liberty,!'
Lewis explained to Chase in March ;.3 8

In· April, .. Lewis

visited Cincinnati to attend the Antislavery Convention,.
but was· unable to reach the placeccif assembly as the
result of his health •.

In severe pain,. he was taken

home• never again· to return· to the city •.
By the summer,,- his disease was pronounced incurable,
and as• the-weeks passed, his strength gradually disappeared~

On the morning of July 28, after a restless

night •.. the battle ended •

.36Free· West @'hicag~ December 1,. 185.3 •
.37Lewis •. .Qll•- cl t. ,. p. 417 ..38samuel Lewis to Salmon· P •. Chase, Jllarch 7 ,-- 1854
(Chase MSS) •.

EPILOGUE
With the death of Samuel Lewis the antislavery
cause lost one of its foremost leaders.

The Columbian

sadly informed its readers in August of Lewis' death,
stating that "the grave seldom closes over a man like
him." 1

Closer to his home, the Western Christian

Advocate declared that Lewis "possessed a mind inferior
to few •. and as a platform speaker had no superior. n 2
Lewis'' influence on the antislavery movement
between 1840-1854 was· tremendous.

From humble beginnings

fur New England~.ne acquired deep religious convictions

which greatly influenced his later outlook on life.

It

is fair to say that Lewis was·a product of his age; that
is, the age of reform.
than this •.

However,. in essence he was more

He unquestionably lived his religion by

prac·ticing the virtues of love, charity, .. and brotherhood.
Thus,. Lewis devoted his life to the principles of human
betterment.
A distinguishing trait of Lewis was his ability
to turn his seemingly inexhaustable energies toward many
lThe Columbian,.August 9, 1854.
2western Christian Advocate, August 2,. 1854.
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endeavors at one time.

As a life long Methodist, the

old veteran was continually disturbed by the failure
of the Methodist Episcopal Church to take a strong stand
against slavery •.

Although he never attained the status

of a national leader in· the Church, Lewis devoted much
of his time and energy encouraging the local church to
speak out against the evils of slavery.3

One reason

for his failure to attain this status was the fact that
the center of antislavery feeling among Methodists was
in New England •. Also,.his political activities lef't
him little f'ree time to devote to the Church.

Especially

during his later years, Lewis often spent five or six
days a week speaking of' behalf of political abolition
which greatly curtailed his endeav.ors on behalf of the
Church.
Lewis' rare quality of insight can be ascertained
in his opposition to the M"eth·odist Episcopal Church
with regard to slavery.

In his estimation,. it was not

the Ghurc-h itself that was wrong,. but the men·who led
the_Church at that time •.

Since he was a f'irm believer

.3An investigation-into the works of prominent
individuals who were associated with the Methodist
Episcopal"Church failed to find any mention-of' Lewis.or
his activities. See Alfred Brunson;. A Western Pioneer
(Cincinnati:· Walden and Stowe,. 1880); Erastus o. Haven,.
Autobiography (Cincinnati: Walden and Stowe,. 1883);
Luther Lee,. Autobiography (Cinc·innati :- Walden and Stowe,
1882) •·
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in· his faith,, Lewis thought it inconsistent for a
church· to preach,the doctrine of brotherly love and
not take a strong stand against slavery •.

Believing

that the·best way to solve a problem was from the
inside. Lewis never consider¢d leaving the Church,
but worked constantly to change its po~ition.

As a

result,,. although many disagreed with his views, most
opponents were forced to respect him for his devotion
and dedication.
However, .. it was in·the field of antislavery
that Lewis made his greatest contribution.

The violent

reaction of Southern leaders to the petition-campaign
and the controversy over the mails in· the 1830's filled
Lewis with moral indignation •.

As he crune to realize

the narrow-mindedness of the South with regard to
slavery,.he sought companions harboring like thoughts
and became associated with the Liberty Party in· 1841 •.
Although ~t the time of his associatian·with the Liberty
cause,,L:ew:l:ssbelieved in respecting the rights or' states
where slavery existed,. he soon altered his view.

He

became· convinced that no man·is truly free as long·as
one of his brothers remafus in J:>ondage ;. adopting the
position in 1842 that total abolition was necessary
wherever it could be accomplished by constitutional means,
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From his first association with the antislavery
advocates in- 1841 •. Lewis devoted the rest of his·life
to the cause of freedom •.

During the turbulent years

from 1841 to 1847 when· the Liberty Party was fighting
to-maintain its very existence. Lewis ran for office in
two campaigns,, and devoted much irr the way of personal
resources to substain. the organization·where otherwise
it might have ceased to exist in- Ohio.
In 1848, when Salmon P •. Chase and others attempted
to organize a broader based party and form a coalition
with antislavery Democrats. Lewis was again in the
forefront..

Al though• the poll tical veteran realized the

need for a coalition,. he once again demonstrated his
reverence to principle rather than expediency.

As a result,

he refused to support Van Buren until he was convinced
that the nomination would serve the best interests of
antislavery goals without sacrificing principles that he
held most dear.

However,_ once Van Buren was nominated.

he heartily supported him, even· though he may.have had
reservations as to the candidate's qualifications.
Lewis' struggle on·behalf of the antislavery cause
won him respec·t from friends and enemies alike.

During

the five occasions when-he served as a candidate. he
traversed the state dozens of times. often under severe
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physical handicaps..

Irr many areas,. he faced unfriendly

mobs who often threatened him with physical harm.

In

addition,,he faced constant critisism from opposition
newspapers..

However,- as his opponents soon learned,.

criticism d1d not deter him and often seemed to fill
him with renewed vigor..

As Lewis grew older. he

became convinced that the popularity of an· issue was not
the true test of its validity and looked back with pride
on the unpopular issues he had campaigned for throughout
his life.

Lewis was also convinced that success was not

measured solely by election returns.

In his view,

electiorrresults were merely a part of a program to
educate the American public on the evils of slavery.

If

the antislavery vote increased, then Lewis considered
his campaign successful..

This is the primary reason why

Lewis often considered himself successful,. even though
he never won an elective office,
There can be little doubt that the highlight of
Lewis' long and illustrious career came in 1852 when hts
name was mentioned as a possible nominee for VicePresident of the United States on the Free Democratic
ticket.

Although his nomination was blocked by the

BBlfish interests of Salmon P ► Chase, who considered him
too much of an old line Liberty man, the old veteran once
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again demonstrated his virtue of Christian charity and
his capacity to forgive by holding no resentment against
the Senator. though Lewis must have been greatly disappointed.

He accepted his defeat with great valor and

worked tirelessly in behalf of the national ticket.
If Samuel Lewis had lived a decade longer, there
is little doubt that he would have played a significant
role in the formation of the Republican Party.

However.

his demise came before the outbreak of the Civil War,.
and he was later to be overlooked by most historians.
As historians wrote about the Civil War and the events
leading to it.-they somehow overlooked individuals who
were significant but who had not lived long enough to
see the beginning of the conflict.
Thus,. Samuel Lewis was unknown and overlooked by
later generations.

A self-sacrificing person,- Samuel

Lewis dedicated his life to fighting injustices for the
sake of making the world a better place to live, not for
self-glorification. ·As the ess_ence of humility,_ he
placed his c~ncern for the betterment of man over his
own welfare.
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Samuel Lewis was one of the-most significant
figures· in- the Ohio abolition-movement.

Born in

Massachusetts in 1799,. he moved to Ohio in·J.812 and
spent his:· formative years near Cincinnati,

By 1824,

Lewis had established himself as one of the leading
lawyers in- Cincinnati but soon turned his talents
toward other endeavors.
Owing to his intense interest in education,
Lewi·s,· was, .. in· 1837 , .. named the first Superintendent of
Schools by th·e Ohio legislature.

Despite his labors

on behalf of free public education·,-- the legislature·
was un-re:15ponsive ,. and Lewis resigned his position in·
1839 ,., soon- becoming involved in- antislavery.
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Convinced that slavery was an evil, Lewis
joined the· Liberty Party in 1841.

From his first

association with the antislavery movement until his
death in 1854,- the tireless crusader labored long and.
hard in· its·· behalf.

His characteristic courage and

devotiorr to the cause of liberty soon won him the
respect and admiration· of abolitionists throughout
the state and in 1843,- he was nominated for Congress.
Although defeat·ed,. . his name lent much support to the
antislavery cause which,. at this time, was not the
most popular program.
Throughout the years,- Lewis'· devotion· to the
antislavery cause did not waver.

In 1846, the Liberty

Party in· Ohio honored Lewis with the nomination for
governor.

Although hesitant as to accepting the

nomination,.. he nevertheless tbok up the Liberty banner
and gave the state arr exhibition- of stump-speaking
that has seldom been· surpassed.

Once again, as irr all

five campaigns in• which he was a candidate, he was
defeated for office.
Throughout 1847 and 1848,-Lewis led the fight to
broaden the base of abolitionist support.

Although

hesitant as·to.. supporting Van Buren, at the time of the
formation of the Free Soil Party in· 1848, he soon

J

realized the need for united action and spent much
time and labor speaking on behalf of Van Buren, while
conducting his own campaign for the State Senate.
Again: in 18.51, Lewis was nominated for governor,
and although· the fortunes of the Free Soil Party were
at a low ebb, the candidate re-doubled his efforts and
worked vigorously.

Although his vote was larger than

in 1846 ,, it was obviousJ:J;ha t political office was
beyond his grasp.
The ape~· of Samuel Lewis' career came in 18.52
when he was' nominated ·for the Vice-Presidential posi ti·on
of the Free Democratic Party.

Although he was denied

the nomination,as a result of Salmon P. Chase's
animosity toward him,~he characteristically held no
grudge and campaigned throughout the West on behalf of
the ticket.
Lewis'' activities in the field of antislavery
were not limited to the political scene.

In addition

to his political activ:l:ties, the old veteran spent much
time attempting to influence the Methodist Episcopal
Church to adopt antislavery principles·.. As a licensed
minister,.for the last thirty years of his life,. Lewis
was instrumental in. calling the Western·and Southern
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Antislavery Convention in 184 5 , and attended other
like meeting s until his hea lth failed .
Samuel Lewis ' final significant act in behalf
of antislavery came in 1853 when he wa s once a gain
nominated for g overnor .

For more than seven months,

he campaigned throughout the sta te while his health
deteriorated rapidly .

After the close of the campaign,

he ca.me home where , exhausted from his labors , he
remai ned until his death on July 26 , 1854 .
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